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Introduction 
In a world where fossil fuel prices continue rising, it is no longer possible to conduct business as 

usual. Since nuclear fusion and other breakthrough technologies are not yet technically or 

economically viable, renewable energy sources (RES) are the obvious way to decrease dependency 

on fossil fuels. 

There are many types of RES: biomass, hydroelectric power, geothermal power, wind, solar… 

Each has its own issues that need to be dealt with. The fuel for biomass fired plants needs to 

compete with food for available arable land. Hydroelectric dams can only be built in a limited 

number of locations and can disrupt the environment severely. A similar lack of suitable locations 

applies to geothermal power.  Wind and solar power are intermittent in nature, which makes their 

integration into the power system more difficult.  

The output of any power plant is variable and unpredictable to a certain degree, but some 

technologies are much more variable. These technologies with a significantly higher probability that 

an individual plant is unavailable when needed are called intermittent generation technologies. The 

two most widely used sources of intermittent generation are wind energy and solar energy.  

It should be remarked that the fact that these two technologies are renewable technologies does not 

mean that other renewable technologies will also have these characteristics. Renewable generation 

such as hydroelectric, biomass and geothermal generation are non-intermittent. As a result, their 

integration into the electricity system will not present significant problems. 

 

This thesis will look at was of integrating intermittent renewables in the grid, and how it is affected. 

This will be done first by listing and explaining the relevant concepts and technologies and secondly 

by examining whether a specific generation mix, with a high penetration of intermittent renewables, 

is feasible. Emphasis will be put on balancing and storage and how these concept can facilitate a high 

penetration of intermittent energy. 

  

In the first part, the two most important intermittent technologies, wind power and solar power, are 

discussed. There are other sources of intermittent renewable energy, such as tidal power of run-of-

the-river hydroelectric power, but these are not yet deployed on the same scale as wind and solar 

power, so they will not be discussed. 

After these descriptions, the effects of integrating these intermittent renewables into the system are 

examined: first the characteristic of the electrical system are explored, this section includes both 

physical infrastructure and the services that the grid performs. Secondly, the concepts of balancing 

and storage are examined. Geographical aggregation is defined and an illustration is given of how 
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balancing happens in practice. The concept of Demand Response, which can also be seen as a form of 

balancing, is also examined.  

The section on storage starts with comparing the functions of grid-wide storage with the functions of 

a single unit of storage. These functions are explored in a little more detail and the corresponding 

storage technologies are given.  

To conclude the first part, the attributes of intermittent power that influence the integration of these 

renewables into the grid are listed and examined, followed by the effects that integrating  

intermittent renewables will have on the grid. 

 

The second part of the thesis examines whether a specific generation mix, with a high penetration of 

intermittent renewables is feasible. This is achieved first by selecting a generation mix and a 

geographical area. Load data and generation data for the year 2030 are retrieved or generated. 

Based on this data, the effect of two balancing mechanisms, geographical aggregation and demand 

response, on the generation mix is examined.  

After these analyses, it becomes clear whether or not the generation mix is feasible under normal 

circumstances. The following step is to examine whether or not it is also feasible in exceptional 

conditions; so-called contingencies. 

The final step in examining the impact of balancing and storage on the generation mix is looking 

whether storage can be used economically to provide arbitrage services. 
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Wind 

Wind power turns the kinetic energy of wind into electric power by rotating a turbine (either about a 

horizontal or a vertical axis). 

The total installed wind power capacity in the EU is was at 93,957 MW in 2011, which corresponds to 

10,5 percent of installed capacity. (EWEA, 2012) Targets formulated by the European wind power 

industry are set at an installed capacity of 300 GW in 2030, which corresponds to an expected 28 

percent of gross electricity demand. (EWEA, 2008a) 

Wind generation is variable over time due to fluctuations of wind speed. The power output of a wind 

turbine varies with wind speed in a non-linear way, meaning that an increase in wind speed will bring 

a more than proportional increase in power. At a certain wind speed however, turbines need to shut 

down to protect the turbines from damage. This can be seen in the figure below. 

 

Figure 1 Power Curve of a Typical Wind Turbine (Sharman, 2005) 

 

Wind Turbines 

Wind turbines are able to react quickly to a dispatch instruction (taking seconds and not minutes like 

fossil-fired thermal power plants). Many modern turbines are capable of pitch control. This allows 

their output to be modified in real time by adjusting the pitch of turbine blades. This way it is 

possible to limit ramp rates or power output. It is also possible to contribute to a system’s frequency 

control. This effect corresponds to the effect of shutting down a number of turbines in a wind farm. 

Most wind turbines can also achieve voltage ride-through, mainly through modifications to the 

turbine generator. (Pérez-Arriaga & Batlle, 2012) 
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Properties of wind 

Wind energy can be considered to be random in nature, even though seasonal and diurnal trends are 

superimposed. Diurnal trends are not very significant in a European context, but can be very 

important in other location. Strong diurnal trends can be found in the Californian passes. The random 

nature of wind has two aspects: temporal and spatial. Large-scale weather systems cause underlying 

trends over a wide geographical area. (Ford & Milborrow, 2005) 

 

The variability of wind energy changes in different timescales. This characteristic of wind was first 

described by Isaac Van Der Hoven.  This becomes evident in the following figure (Ford & Milborrow, 

2005)

 

Figure 2 Characteristics of Wind (Ford & Milborrow, 2005) 

 

In this figure we can distinguish between three distinct time periods. The first period is in the  range 

of less than five minutes. Variations in this period are mainly caused by gusting1.  The second period 

is a 12 hourly period. Variations in this period are due to the day/night variation of wind speed. The 

largest peak in this figure is at a period of approximately 4 days, which is an approximation of the 

average time it takes for a storm system to pass over a wind farm. 

                                                           
1
 Strong and abrupt rushes of wind 

2 Enercon machines are an example of these turbines. These machines operate at variable rotor 
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Variability 

Variability in the shortest time period is caused by gusting. Gusts of wind will let the output of a 

single turbine fluctuate seriously, but the output of a wind farm will be less pronounced.  The cause 

of this is the time it takes for a gust of wind to pass from the first turbine it passes to the last turbine 

in the wind farm.  Even in a single turbine the effect of a gust of wind is not necessarily very 

significant. The expected short pulse of energy from an individual turbine is smoothed due to the 

inertia of the blades and generator.  Some turbines are designed especially to capture the energy in 

wind gusts2. Taking all this and the aggregation effects of the geographical dispersion of wind farms 

into account, the impact of wind gusts on the electricity system cannot be discerned from minute to 

minute variations in demand. This means that there is no impact on system operation costs due to 

short term fluctuations of wind speed. 

The two longer term variabilities occur on a longer timeframe than the provision of generation 

predictions to the system operator. The timescales that will be of most interest to a system operator 

will be the ones a few hours before real-time. We can see in the figure that windspeed variations are 

low in this timescale. 

Terminology 

To look at wind power’s contribution to generation capacity, two terms are defined by TradeWind 

(Pöyry, 2011b). The first is ‘capacity factor’. It is defined as the average power production of a wind 

plant relative to installed (rated) capacity. This means that the ‘capacity factor’ reflects the wind 

potential at wind plant locations. This term gives the correlation between wind and load and can be 

used to look at how much wind will be available at times of peak load. It does not reflect fluctuations 

in wind energy and cannot be used to calculate the wind energy contribution to the firm capacity of a 

power system. 

The second term is ‘capacity credit’. This concept measures firm wind power capacity. This means 

that based on this concept we can determine the contribution of wind power to generation capacity. 

The capacity credit of wind power is defined as ‘the amount of conventional generation that can be 

replaced by wind power capacity, while maintaining existing levels of supply security.’ (Pöyry, 2011b) 

It can be expressed in absolute terms (MW) and as a percentage of installed wind power capacity. 

Relative capacity credit is at its highest at low wind energy penetration levels and will drop at higher 

                                                           
2 Enercon machines are an example of these turbines. These machines operate at variable rotor 

speeds and can capture the increased energy in a gust to be released slowly. The Optispeed® 

design of Vestas has a similar impact. (Ford & Milborrow, 2005) 
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penetration levels. The same terminologies can be used to look at the contribution of solar power to 

generation capacity. 

 

Figure 3 Relative and absolute capacity credit in Germany 
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Solar 

Solar power is the process of converting sunlight into electricity. It can be divided in two big 

categories: photovoltaic (PV) and thermal solar power.  EurObserv’ER   puts the installed capacity of 

thermal solar power at 25 GWth for the EU at the end of 2010, and the installed capacity of 

photovoltaic power cells at 29 GWe for the same area. It should however be remarked that a kW of 

thermal energy is not equivalent to a kW of electrical energy. (EurObserv'ER, 2011a) (EurObserv'ER, 

2011b) 

 

Photovoltaic 

Photovoltaics(PV) is a method of electrical power generation that works by converting solar radiation 

into direct current electricity. When light strikes a solar cell, electrons are displaced in the 

semiconductor material. The electrons can be captured in the form on an electric current by 

attaching electrical conductors to the positive and negative sides, forming an electrical circuit. A 

photovoltaic module is formed by electrically connecting a number of solar cells and mounting them 

in a support structure or frame. The modules are designed to supply electricity at a certain voltage. 

The current produced is directly dependent on how much light strikes the module. 

Photovoltaic modules produce direct-current (DC) electricity. They can be connected in both series 

and parallel electrical arrangements to produce any required voltage and current combination. 

To transform this DC electricity to the alternating-current (AC) electricity required by the electrical 

grid, we need to pass the current through an inverter. 

Solar panels will not always produce the same amount of power consistently, due to fluctuations in 

sunlight throughout the day and the effects of shading. Inverters are designed with these PV 

characteristics in mind. Each inverter has an optimal voltage operational window, which specifies the 

range of input voltages where the inverter will function optimally. There may still be variations in 

efficiency within this window, but these variations will be small. The use of inverters makes PV plants 

able to provide real-time voltage control.  

 EPIA (EPIA, 2012) defines two basic types of PV cells: crystalline and thin film. Crystalline PV solar 

cells are made of the same kinds of semiconductor materials used in the microelectronics industry, of 

which silicon is by far the most widely used. Crystalline silicon PV cells have a 90 percent market 

share (EPIA, 2012). Within crystalline cells a further distinction between monocrystalline cells, 

multicrystalline cells and ribbon sheets can be made. Monocrystalline cells are made from a single 
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crystal of silicon while polycrystalline cells are produced from a block of silicon crystals. Ribbon 

sheets are drawn from molten silicon, which also results in a polycrystalline structure (Hanoka, 2001)  

Each cell-type has its own advantages and disadvantages. These can be found in Green et al. (Green, 

et al., 2006). Monocrystalline PV cells are the most expensive and energy intensive to produce but 

will usually yield the highest efficiencies. Multicrystalline silicon cells are slightly less energy intensive 

and expensive to produce but these cells are also less efficient than monocrystalline cells. At the 

module level, the difference in efficiency becomes a lost smaller. The reason for this is that 

multicrystalline silicon cells leave fewer gaps on the module surface (due to cell shape). Ribbon 

sheets are less efficient than multicrystalline cells, but significantly cheaper to producer, because 

production doesn’t start  with the expensive process of cuffing silicon. Amorphous silicon cells, such 

as those in thin film modules, are the least expensive to produce but are also the least efficient of the 

cell types mentioned. Thin film modules do however have better shade tolerance and high 

temperature performance. As outlined in Compaan, et al., there are many different types of thin film 

solar cells, and the highest performance has been recorded by non-silicon cells. (Compaan, et al., 

2003) Due to the difference in characteristics, some manufacturers now offer a cell that combines 

different cell types. This is called a hybrid PV cell. 3 

Thermal Solar Power 

Becker describes the process taking place within solar thermal power plants as follows: ''the 

incoming radiation is tracked by large mirror fields which concentrate the energy towards absorbers. 

They, in turn, receive the concentrated radiation and transfer it thermally to the working medium. 

The heated fluid operates as in conventional power stations directly (if steam or air is used as 

medium) or indirectly through a heat exchanging steam generator on the turbine unit which then 

drives the generator.'' (Becker, et al., 2000) 

 

The same paper gives a detailed description of three different technologies for solar thermal power 

plants making use of concentrating solar energy systems. These three technologies are: 

 parabolic troughs 

 central receivers  

 parabolic dishes 

                                                           
3
 An example is Sanyo's bifacial HIT module, composed of a monocrystalline cell and a thin layer of 

amorphous silicon material. This results in a module that can not only generate power from direct 

sunlight, but also from light reflected on its underside. According to Sanyo, this can result in a 30 

percent increase in efficiency (expressed in kWh per square foot). (homepower.com, sd) 
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Solar Parabolic Through 

Parabolic troughs are currently the most proven solar thermal electric technology. (SolarPACES, 

1999a)  

The most prominent part of a parabolic through power plant is the collector field, which consists of 

solar collector assembly (SCAs). The field is modular, so each SCA is independent. A SCA consists of 

parabolic reflectors (mirrors), a metal support structure, receiver tubes and a tracking system. The 

SCAs are aligned in parallel rows of solar collectors. A collector functions by focusing the sun's direct 

beam radiation with the linear parabolic-shaped reflector onto the linear receiver located at the 

focus of the parabola. Because the collectors track the sun from east to west during the day, its rays 

are continuously focused on the linear receiver. A heat transfer fluid (HTF) is heated as it passes 

through the receiver and goes to a series of heat exchangers in the power block where high-pressure, 

superheated steam is created. The superheated steam is fed into a conventional reheat steam 

turbine to produce electricity. When it has passed through the turbine the steam is condensed and 

returned to the heat exchangers so it can be transformed back into steam. Condenser cooling can be 

provided by mechanical draft wet cooling towers. The HTF also returns to the beginning of its cycle 

when, after passing through the HTF side of the solar heat exchangers, it is recirculated through the 

solar field. 

 

An alternative to the system described above can be provided by Direct Steam Generation (DSG). In 

the DSG concept, steam is generated directly in the parabolic trough collectors, instead of in a 

separate plant. This means that we eliminating the need for a HTF system and in this way both the 

efficiency loss of having to use a heat exchanger and the cost of the HTF system are reduced. The 

solar field operating efficiency should improve because it becomes possible to operate with lower 

average temperatures and improved heat transfer in the collector. The trough collectors require 

some modification, because of the higher operating pressure and the lower fluid flow rates. 

 

 

During summer months, a solar parabolic through plant can typically operate for 10 to 12 hours a day 

at full-rated electric output. However, to date, most plants have been hybrid solar/fossil plants; this 

means they have a backup fossil-fired capability to supplement solar output during periods of low 

solar radiation. 

 

The availability of efficient and low-cost thermal storage is important for the economic feasibility of 

trough technology. A parabolic trough plant with no fossil backup and no thermal storage, is 

expected to produce electricity up to about a 25 percent annual capacity factor (data for a plant 
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located in the Mojave desert). Adding thermal storage allows the plant to dispatch power during  

non-solar times of the day. This means that the size of the solar field could be increased and the 

annual capacity factor would be expected to increase to about 50 percent. 

 

Central Receiver 

A central receiver thermal power plant, also called a solar tower, generates electric power by 

concentrating solar radiation on a tower-mounted heat exchanger. To focus the solar radiation on 

this heat exchanger the system uses a large number of heliostats (sun-tracking mirrors). Sincethe 

large number of heliostats needed takes up a significant amount of land, these plants are best suited 

for utility-scale applications in the 30 to 400 MWe range. Power tower plants are not modular and 

cannot be built in the smaller sizes of dish- or trough-electric plants and still be economically 

competitive. 

 

In a solar tower plant there is always a storage component present. There are many different options 

for this storage component, but most recent plants have a molten-salt storage component. How such 

a component functions in combination with a solar thermal generation is explained in the chapter on 

storage. 

 

The size of the receiver and the heliostat field surrounding the tower depend on the expected 

demand for power. The heliostat field that surrounds the tower is laid out to optimize the annual 

performance of the plant. The design of the plant also has an effect on the capacity factor. 

SolarPACES outlines four actions to increase the capacity factor for a given turbine size (SolarPACES, 

1999b): 

 Increase the number of heliostats 

 Enlarge the thermal storage tanks 

 Increase the height of the tower 

 Increase the size of the heat receiver 

  

The need for storage arises not just because of demand fluctuation and a desire for controlled 

output, but is also a consequence of the fact that solar energy collection occurs at a rate that exceeds 

the maximum that can be used to provide steam to the turbine. This means that the thermal storage 

system can be charged at the same time that the plant running at full capacity. We call the ratio of 

thermal power provided by the collector system to the peak thermal power required by the turbine 

the solar multiple. 
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If this multiple is higher than one, storage is needed or energy will be wasted. 

 

Another variable that is important in evaluating a solar tower is the annual capacity factor. This 

factor can be changed by varying the size of the solar field, the heat receiver and the size of the 

thermal storage. According to SolarPACES  plants can be designed with annual capacity factors 

ranging between 20 percent and 65 percent. (SolarPACES, 1999b) The higher percentages can only 

be attained when storage technologies are used.  Economic studies have shown that levelized energy 

costs (LEC) are reduced by adding more storage up to a limit of about 13 hours. This corresponds 

with a capacity factor of 65 percent (Falcone, 1986)The reason for this is that adding storage to the 

solar tower plant, while raising the cost, ensures a higher utilization of the turbine. 

Since salt storage is inexpensive, reductions in LEC due to increased utilization of the turbine more 

than compensates for the increased cost due to the addition of storage. 

 

A paper by Kempton and Tomic tells us that central-receiver solar power is more economically 

competitive than PV. However, this technology is more geographically limited.  

The transfer fluids inherently store two to four hours of energy. This means that the variability of the 

output in the short term is much lower than with other solar technologies, limiting the intermittent 

nature of the technology. (Kempton & Tomic, 2005b) 

Solar Parabolic Dish 

A parabolic dish system uses parabolic reflectors in the shape of a dish to focus the sun's rays onto a 

dish-mounted receiver at its focal point. In this receiver a heat-transfer medium takes over the solar 

energy and transfers it to the power conversion system. The parabolic dish system has an ideal 

optical parabolic configuration and a two axes system for tracking the sun, resulting in the highest 

solar flux concentration. This means that this technology has the highest efficiency of all 

concentrator types in terms of peak solar concentration and of system efficiency (Becker, et al., 

2000). This technology is well suited for small power systems. Their technical feasibility has been 

proven with dish unit sizes of 5 to 25 kWe. Large scale applications have not yet occurred and there 

are still many uncertain factors with regards to their economic returns. 
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Properties of Solar energy 

The intermittent character of solar power has been mentioned several times already, and is the 

reason of its prominent place within this thesis. Intermittent however does not mean completely 

random. There are several patterns that can be discovered in the output of solar power plants.  

Solar power has both a diurnal and a seasonal pattern, with peak output usually occurring in the 

middle of the day and in the summer. This means that the output of solar power correlates highly 

with periods of high loads in many power systems.  

Solar power output can change rapidly. The reason for this is the fact that PV solar power has no 

mechanical or thermal inertia. This means that when the sunlight no longer hits the receiver, energy 

production immediately stops. This means that clouds can have a sudden and very significant impact. 

This effect will decrease when taking into account several PV units. Even though individual PV plants 

have a fast ramping rate, the time it takes for a cloud to shade an entire PV system depends on 

several factors: size of the system, cloud speed and cloud height. This means that for PV systems with 

rated capacity of 100MW or more, the time to shade the complete system will be minutes and not 

seconds. (Mills, et al., 2009)  
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The Electric grid 

An electrical grid performs three distinct functions: generation, transmission and distribution of 

electricity. The wind and solar resources described above clearly fall within the first of these three 

categories, but their characteristics will have an effect on the other two. 

Before these effects are investigated, we will take a closer look at the components that make up the 

electrical grid and the functions that are needed to support it. 

Generation 

The main goal of operating an electric grid is making sure the instantaneous supply of electricity 

always meets the demand. In the previous two sections , the fact that supply of intermittent 

generation is variable was already shown, but there also exists considerable variation in the demand 

for electricity.  

Demand fluctuates because of seasonal trends but also because of daily patterns, both of which are 

influenced by factors such as the need for lighting, heating, cooling and many others. To meet this 

demand utilities use a complex forecasting process and operate different types of power plants. 

There are four power markets, each with its own control regime. . (Kempton & Tomic, 2005a) 

Different types of power plants are more suitable to contribute to a certain market. The markets 

identified by Kempton and Tomic are: Baseload power, Peak power, spinning reserves and 

regulation. Baseload plants meet the large, constant demand for electricity. Within a European 

context, these baseload plants are usually nuclear and coal fired plants though gas fired plants can 

also perform this role. While these plants can vary output, high capital costs and low variable costs 

(mostly fuel) encourage continuous operation. Utilities therefore try to run these plants at full output 

as much as possible. Baseload plants generally are subject to technical constraints that restrict rapid 

change in output. This also becomes apparent when looking at baseload power contracts. These 

contracts are long term contracts with a fixed output and a relatively low price (Kempton & Tomic, 

2005a). 

To meet variations in load, utilities utilize load-following, or 'cycling', plants. These plants are usually 

fueled with natural gas or oil, but also hydroelectric generators fall within this category (Denholm, et 

al., 2010). We can divide these plants in two categories: intermediate load plants, used to meet most 

of the day-to-day variable demand, and peaking units, meeting peak demand. The main 

characteristics of these plants are that they can be switched on for shorter periods. The need for 

peak power is limited to a couple of hundred hours a year. Because of this it is economically sensible 

to use generators with low capital costs, but a high variable cost for each kWh produced (Kempton & 

Tomic, 2005a). 
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The other two markets for generation (spinning reserves and regulation) perform supportive services 

for the grid. These ancillary services are introduced after the section about transmission and 

distribution. 

Transmission and distribution 

Transmission and distribution are very closely related. Below some of the possible choice for 

transmission are listed. Each choice for a type of transmission has a strong influence on the type of 

distribution that will accompany it (even predetermining it). 

Transmission 

Power plants, both renewable and conventional, are often located at a considerable distance from 

load centers. The function of transmission is to get the energy at the destination. At short distances, 

alternating current transmission (AC) is used. When distances between generation and load become 

larger, in an order of magnitude of hundreds of kilometers, transmission losses would be prohibitive 

when using AC current so we need to use long distance transmission. There are several options for 

this long distance transmission, all of which work on the following principle: electric power is 

proportional to the product of current and voltage, but losses are proportional to the square of 

current. This means transmission losses can be lowered significantly by lowering the current or by 

raising the voltage. 

High voltage Direct Current and superconductivity are the two most important methods of long 

distance electricity transmission. 

High voltage DC 

High voltage Direct Current (DC) is the preferred transmission mode for long distances. (American 

Physical Society, 2010) This type of transmission is characterized by single terminal origin and 

termination and costly AC-DC-AC conversion. The time needed to get approval for long lines (even 

within one country) is very long and will probably be a decade or more when multiple countries are 

involved. 

Superconductivity 

Superconducting DC lines operate without resistance, eliminating all electrical losses and operate at 

lower DC voltage than high voltage DC lines. This simplifies AC-DC conversion and enables wide area 

collection strategies. Because there are no losses, there is no need to minimize the current level and 

transmit power at high voltage. Furthermore  no heat will be developed,  which means that 

superconductors can carry more current than conventional conductors.  

Superconducting DC cables do not have electrical losses, but they do require refrigeration to keep 

the cables at superconducting temperatures. These temperatures can be as low as the level of liquid 
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nitrogen (77k). The development of efficient technologies to provide this refrigeration service will be 

one of the key aspects needed to make superconductivity an economically attractive option. 

Superconducting magnetic energy storage (SMES) is ideally suited to use as storage with this type of 

transmission. 

Distribution 

Distribution is the process where electricity is arrival is stepped down in voltage (at a substation) to a 

distribution level voltage. If necessary, the power can be stepped down again at the service location 

to a desired service voltage.  

It should be clear that the differences in transmission voltage between the different transmission 

technologies will have a direct impact on the distribution infrastructure needed. The same is true for 

other characteristics of transmission, such as the type of current (alternating or direct). 

Supporting Operations 

Predictions 

Predictions need to be made for both intermittent forms of generation and for demand. Their 

importance should not be underestimated. An illustration of how important accurate predictions can 

be is the ‘tail event’. This situation occurs when forecast errors for both load and generation result in 

divergence of power demand and supply.  

Demand predictions have been around for decades, and they have become quite sophisticated; using 

weather forecasts and demand history and anticipating moments of high energy consumption, such 

as a televised finale in a major sporting event. 

Predictions of intermittent generation are of a much more recent date, but their impact can be very 

significant; the variability of intermittent generation is markedly larger than that of demand, and the 

consequences of a forecast error can be serious. 

 

Large wind power ramps can create serious imbalance resulting in grid instabilities. It is expected 

that this kind of occurrence will increase as the penetration of intermittent renewables will increase, 

and it is especially relevant for wind generation. Solar power generation is easier to predict due to 

low forecast errors on clear days and the ability to use satellite date to monitor direction and speed 

of clouds. (Pérez-Arriaga & Batlle, 2012) 

 

Better predictions of Variable Renewable Energy (VRE) output are needed across a range of time 

scales.  At a shorter time horizon (minutes to a days) a more accurate forecast and a more reliable 

forecast uncertainty mean that VREs can be in integrated into grid operations at a lower cost. At a 
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longer time horizon (weeks to years) a better prediction of VRE output can be very valuable for the 

planning aspect of a new energy system.  

Today, only very near-term wind predictions are highly accurate. (Xie, et al., 2011) The error for 1 to 

2 hour ahead predictions for a single plant can be 5-7 percent. For day-ahead forecasts, the error 

increased to 20 percent. (Milligan, et al., 2010) 

A prediction model converts weather forecasts into forecasts of generated power. This can be done 

with a physical model, a statistical analysis process, an artificially intelligent system or a combination 

of the above. All techniques rely on site-specific historic output data to analyze the system, find 

correlations and train the system to perform an accurate forecast. 

There are several characteristics we can incorporate in weather prediction models: the nature of the 

VRE resources: diurnal, seasonal or annual, the volatility of the VRE (how quickly and how often a 

resource ramps); forecast ability; and the risk that the resources might shift due to climate variability 

and change. Specifically for wind generation we can also add the availability of turbines, their power 

curves and the possibility of curtailment due to wind speeds above the cut-off value. Especially the 

last aspect can be serious, since it might cause a gradual ramp down of generation as an increasing 

number of turbines reaches their cutoff speed. 

The importance of predictions becomes apparent when we realize that wind power increases as the 

cube of the wind speed. 

According to Marquis  it is feasible to improve current forecasts of winds (and solar radiation) in the 

time frame of several hours to several days. (Marquis, et al., 2011) This will require new 

observations, such as vertical profiles through the boundary layer for winds (and improved moisture 

information through a deep layer of the atmosphere for solar energy). Adding new observation 

instrumentation the vicinity of wind power plants can improve the very-short-term ability to predict 

the approach of weather disturbances through simple extrapolation in time. The effect of this impact 

will however be limited to short time horizon events, such as gusting, because ramp-producing 

meteorological phenomena evolve with time. 

 

If we look specifically to wind energy we can find four areas where we can improve predictions. 

These four areas are: expanded data collection (more observations to fill data gaps, particularly in 

the boundary layer of the atmosphere), use of high-resolution rapid refresh models, creation of a 

data repository (providing a secure way for private sector actors to contribute their data to public 

data collection efforts), and further research (particularly in the field of boundary layer phenomena). 

 

The importance of predictions is heightened by the characteristics of fossil-fuel plants. These plants 

are the most efficient, producing the highest amount of energy and least CO2 emissions per unit of 
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fuel, when they are run at their optimal capacity level.  This means that a reduction in plant output 

will result in lower thermal efficiency. This characteristic means that in a situation of high VRE 

generation it will be optimal to turn off some fossil fuel plants, rather than keeping several plants 

operating at a sub-optimal output level. 

Because restarting a fossil-fuel plant is a lengthy process, taking at least several hours and possibly a 

full day, depending on the plant type and age, while changing the output of a plant that is running at 

a reduced capacity can happen relatively quick. It becomes clear immediately that in order to 

maximize plant efficiency and minimize costs, better predictions of VRE output are instrumental. 

Ancillary Services 

Ancillary services provide the resources needed for the system operator to maintain 

the instantaneous and continuous balance between generation and load. The main ancillary  services 

are described in the table below, classified by the time frame over which they operate. (Kirby, 2004) 

 

Table 1 Key Ancillary Services (Kirby, 2004) 

 

Three of these services, spinning reserve, supplemental reserve, and replacement reserve, are 

responsible for restoring the generation and load balance in case of a contingency event, such as the 

sudden, unexpected loss of a generator or a transmission line.  
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Storage is very well suited to provide different ancillary services, so most of them will reappear in the 

section on storage, where they will be discussed in more detail. Storage is however not the only way 

to provide these services. Spinning reserves for example can also be provided by the ramping up of 

conventional generation or by load shedding. Hourly markets for regulation and spinning, 

supplemental, and replacement reserves exist in many independent system operator (ISO) regions 

and can an idea about the value of these services through prices. 

 

Flexibility 
Predictions (on the demand side) and ancillary services are needed in every power system, whether 

or not a high penetration of intermittent energy is present. If there is a lot of intermittent energy in 

the generation mix, it can be expected that the amount of resources able to provide ancillary services 

needs to be larger. 

Increasing grid flexibility is an important factor in accommodating variable generation resources in a 

system.  There are two types of flexibility required for the successful integration of intermittent 

renewables in the grid. The first type is ramping flexibility, which is the ability to follow the variation 

in net load. This type of flexibility is relevant in the seconds-to-minutes timeframe (frequency 

regulation) and the minutes-to-hours timeframe (load following and forecast errors). This flexibility is 

mainly important at low penetration. The second type of flexibility is energy flexibility, which is the 

ability to increase the amount of variable generation production that coincides with the load. 

Storage is only one of the options to increase the flexibility of a system, and there are usually less 

expensive options available.   Nickell puts some of these options in a graph. (Nickell, 2008) 
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Figure 4 Flexibility Options (Nickell, 2008) 

 

1. Supply and Reserve Sharing. This includes all measures that increase the effective area over 

which supply and demand is balanced. Aggregation of loads and reserves is one of the most 

cost-efficient ways of dealing with demand variability, because little new physical 

infrastructure is needed. 

2. Flexible Generation. This includes the deployment of new, flexible generators or generators 

that can be brought online in a very short time and it also includes increasing the flexibility of 

existing generators. The use of storage can also be a source of flexible generation. 

3. Demand flexibility. Using market or other mechanisms to make the load more responsive to 

price variations. Responsive demand provides flexibility over multiple timescales by shifting 

demand over several hours or curtailing it for short periods. Demand flexibility is associated 

with “smart grid” technologies. 

4. Variable Generation Curtailment. It is possible to increase the flexibility of a system by 

overbuilding the amount of variable generation, understanding that this will lead to both an 

increase of the amount of generation that will be curtailed and an increase in the overall 

contribution of variable generation. 

5. New Load.  Adding controllable loads can absorb variable generation that would otherwise 

go unused. Examples are space and process heating or fuel production by using hydrogen of 

shale oil heating.  Vehicle to grid (V2G) also falls within this category.  

6. Electricity Storage. This includes many different types of technology. The most important 

ones are discussed in the homonymous chapter. 
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Balancing 
 

Besides generation, there are three sources of the flexibility, needed to integrate intermittent 

sources: interconnection, bulk storage and demand side response. (Pöyry, 2011) This corresponds to 

the graph by Nickell in figure 4: supply and reserve sharing correspond to interconnection, while 

demand side response consists of flexible demand and the ability to create new loads. Demand side 

response is discussed in the Storage-chapter, along with, of course, electricity storage. 

This section deals with the other source of flexibility: interconnection.  

It is clear that interconnection is closely related to transmission and distribution, discussed earlier.  

First the effects of spatial diversification is explained. Then an explanation is given on how balancing 

takes place in practice, with special attention to the role of TSOs and the effect of integrating wind 

energy. Finally, demand response, which can be considered to be a non-geographical form of 

balancing, is explained. 

Spatial Diversification 
Spatial diversification is the concept where generating units are distributed over a wide geographical 

area.  There are two reasons for doing this. The first is positioning generation units in such a way that 

transmission to load becomes optimized for cost. This cost minimizing exercise needs to be made for 

all types of generation. The second reason is only relevant for certain types of generation and has to 

do with the correlation between different plants. This correlation is obviously absent in conventional, 

fossil-fired of nuclear plants, and it is also absent in some types of renewable generation, such as 

biomass. It is however relevant in the two forms of generation that we have discussed in at the start 

of this thesis: solar power and wind power. The reason for this correlation in output is of course the 

correlation in weather conditions, i.e. wind speed or cloud cover.  

In the figure below, we see how the correlation drops as the distance between wind turbines 

increases.  
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Figure 5 Wind generator variablity corelation as distance between machines increases and time frame of interest 
decreases (Kirby & Milligan, 2008) 

 

Another effect of spatial diversification will also reduce forecast errors. The figure below shows that 

the forecast error is reduced significantly when wind output from all four regions of Germany is 

combined when compared to a single German control zone. (Rohrig, 2005) 

 

Figure 6 Combining geographic areas decreases wind forecast error (Rohrig, 2005) 

 

Ahlstrom (Ahlstrom, 2008) reinforces this conclusion when finding that wind forecast errors can be 

reduced by as 30-50 percent when aggregating over a broad geographic region. 

Increasing the size of a balancing area is however not only beneficial when dealing with intermittent 

sources of generation. Each balancing area also has to compensate for variability in the aggregate 

load. Since random variations in individual loads partially cancel each other out, increasing the size of 

a balancing area will decrease the need for system balancing through regulation services. 

Having a pool of flexible generation, for example gas-fired turbines, able to respond to variations in 

wind output will make it much easier to respond to variations in wind output. As the balancing area 

increases, the size of the pool will also increase. A larger pool will always provide more flexibility than 

a smaller pool (of the same generation mix) (Kirby & Milligan, 2008) 
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Balancing areas can be consolidated physically or virtually. It is straightforward to physically combine 

different balancing areas but not always desirable. Balancing areas can capture most of the 

aggregation benefit and still retain their autonomy by electronically combining their Area Control 

Errors (ACE). 

A report for the International Energy Agency (Holttinen, et al., 2007) concludes that “Larger 

balancing area size and wind aggregation: both load and generation benefit from the statistics of 

large numbers as they are aggregated over larger geographical areas. Larger balancing areas make 

wind plant aggregation possible. The forecasting accuracy improves as the geographic scope of the 

forecast increases; due to the decrease in correlation of wind plant output with distance, the 

variability of the output decreases as more plants are aggregated. On a shorter time scale, this 

translates into a reduction in reserve requirements; on a longer time scale, it produces some 

smoothing effect on the capacity value. Larger balancing areas also give access to more balancing 

units.”  

Markets can also be considered as a form of balancing and are an important factor in tapping 

physical flexibility of conventional generation. Sub-hourly markets can provide signals and allow 

conventional generation to respond to fluctuations in both load and intermittent generation. Load 

following services, without an energy component can often be extracted from the market at no cost. 

Holttinen also tells us that added reserve requirement would be double in the Nordic countries if 

they would operate as single countries instead of as a combined pool, though the Nordpool spot 

market.  Denmark has not needed to increase the amount of operating reserves, but does use them 

more often. 

EWEA notes that a  larger geographical spread of wind power will reduce variability, increase 

predictability, and decrease the occurrences of near-zero or peak wind output. (Van Hulle, 2005) 

 

Spatial diversification can also be a structural solution to avoid negative prices4. From a European 

market perspective, it is possible that no negative prices would occur if there were no grid 

constraints. (EURELECTRIC, 2010) 

Aggregating wind energy production from multiple countries will strongly increase the capacity 

credit. If there is more geographic distribution, the resulting capacity credit will be larger. 

                                                           
4
 Negative prices can occur because some conventional plants cannot operate below a certain technical 

minimum. This means that plants either need to shut down completely or offer their electricity for low or 
negative prices to compete with intermittent renewables (because renewables have a high dispatch priority). It 
is possible that offering energy at a negative price is more cost efficient than shutting down a plant and starting 
it up shortly afterwards. 
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At EU level without wind energy exchange, the total capacity credit is 8 percent. When there is only 

one wind energy system for the whole of Europe, the capacity credit reaches 14 percent (which 

corresponds to 27 GW of firm capacity) (Pöyry, 2011b) 

 

 

 

Figure 7 Increase in capacity credit due to wind energy exchange (Pöyry, 2011b) 

 

How balancing occurs practically in Europe is examined in the next section. It is based on a paper that 

describes the situation in Belgium, which can be seen as representative for the whole of Europe. 

Special attention is given to the integration of wind power and the different ways to deal with 

imbalances, including geographical aggregation. 

Balancing Management 
Stability is defined as ‘the ability of an electric power system, for a given initial operating condition, 

to regain a state of operating equilibrium after being subjected to a physical disturbance, with most 

system variables bounded so that practically the entire system remains intact.’ (Kunder, et al., 2004) 

Integrating intermittent renewable in the energy system will affect the stability of the system 

negatively. The reason for this is the negligible inertial response of wind turbines and solar PV plants. 

This means that in a system with a high intermittent renewable penetration, effective inertia will be 

reduced and the response to large disturbances could be significantly affected. The risk of this 

situation occurring is especially serious in small or weakly interconnected systems. (Xie, et al., 2011)  

To insure grid stability, off-takes and injections have to be kept in balance in real time. This 

responsibility is assigned to the Transmission System Operator (TSO). How this happens in Belgium is 

described by De Vos, Driesen and Belmans. (De Vos, et al., 2010). The Belgian example is a good 

illustration of how TSO’s operate in other European countries. 
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The TSO makes sure that off-takes and injections are in balance by activating regulating reserves 

contracted from generators and demand side participants and charging imbalance fees to Balancing 

Responsible Parties (BRPs) who do not meet their balancing responsibilities. The TSO can make 

market participants decrease or increase their generation or load with or without remuneration. 

There are three different levels of reserves on which the TSO can exert influence: 

 

 Primary reserves: this level implies an “automatic reaction of generating sets, 

involved in primary control, to a frequency deviation caused by a system disturbance 

or small variations in production and consumption (ETSO, 2003). Primary reserves are 

called upon automatically and their response time should be in a time frame of 

seconds. These fast acting reserves are regulated on European level by the ENTSO-E. 

It defines that a certain amount of reserve capacity should be available per country 

and that this capacity has to be available 100% of the time. 

 Secondary reserves: reserves at this level are automatically activated by the TSO. 

These reserves are the responsibility of the local grid operator. Differences between 

TSOs concerning capacity, frequency drop criteria, time error and technical 

requirements exist. Secondary reserves in Belgium are expected to react after 30 

seconds and maintain contracted reserves for at least 15 minutes. 

 Tertiary reserves: the function of reserves at this level is to relief secondary and 

primary reserves. These reserves are activated manually and response time can be 

rather slow. Tertiary reserves have to be able to balance large deviations for long 

periods (a timeframe of several hours). In Belgium, these reserves have to react after 

15 minutes and can be used up to 8 hours. Tertiary reserves can also be contracted 

from generators as load shedding  

 

BRPs are responsible for forecasting, scheduling and balancing their own energy portfolio. 

Activation of Regulating Reserves by the TSO 

A local TSO is the final responsible for maintaining grid stability and consequently the real-time 

balance between supply and demand. To fulfill this duty, it has the possibility to contract reserves 

from generators and/or consumers. 

. 
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Maintaining portfolio balance by BRPs 

A large part of the TSO’s balancing responsibility is transferred to the market. Each market 

participant operating in the electricity market is obliged to have a contract with a BRP. This BRP, 

which aggregates different market participants in a portfolio, is responsible for keeping the balance 

between injections and off-takes within that portfolio for each time period.  

BRPs generally have to submit their physical positions, called nominations, one day ahead to the TSO. 

These nominations are the average expected injections and off-takes per 15 minute time period. 

Nominations have to be sent before gate closure after which they become fixed. Before gate closure, 

BRPs have to predict load and generation, manage their portfolio and take positions in the market 

accordingly. After gate closure the TSO officially approves or declines the nominations after checking 

them for consistency and congestion problems. It is also possible that the TSO suggests changes in 

order to maintain overall grid operation integrity. 

In case of events after gate closure leading to an expected real-time imbalance between injections 

and off-takes, a BRP can correct its position by managing its portfolio or by using certain intra-day 

mechanisms installed by the local TSO. 

Imbalance Settlement 

In real-time the TSO balances the aggregated deviations from nominations by all BRPs with its 

contracted reserves. Deviations in the 15 minutes time frame are covered by the TSO’s fast reacting 

reserves. When a BRP is not balanced within a 15 minute time frame, it an imbalance tariff is charged 

by the TSO for their balancing services. These tariffs also act as a deterrent, encouraging market 

parties to minimize their imbalances. 

 

Balancing Wind Energy in Belgium 

Wind power is characterized by a variable output and limited predictability resulting in portfolio and 

system imbalances. This implies a need for balancing management in a control zone and the 

availability of flexible capacity to cover deviations from nomination. 

Furthermore as costs for these deviations are transferred to the market players responsible, 

this may result in a competitive advantage for wind power generators, because wind is a preferred 

form of generation. This is achieved by using a system of green certificates together with a priority 

dispatch. This should ensure maximal renewable output but at the same time it will increase pressure 

on balancing services. 

 The Belgian TSO (Elia) has the possibility to curtail off-shore wind power by up to 60 percent without 

giving a compensation, in order to guarantee the stability of the grid.  If more than 60 percent is 

curtailed generators are compensated for their lost green certificates. The imbalance settlement 
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mechanism used for onshore wind power is the same as the mechanism used for conventional power 

plants. Offshore wind generation benefits from specific regulation with advantageous imbalance 

tariffs for a part of production deviations.  

Green certificates have a fixed minimal price, which is higher for offshore wind capacity than for 

onshore wind capacity.   

 

Available Mechanisms to Balance Positions after Gate Closure 

The accuracy of wind power output prediction increases with decreasing time horizon. In the 

imbalance settlement mechanism, BRPs base their nominations on predictions received day-ahead. 

For a single wind farm, the mean absolute error (MAE) of day-ahead predictions can amount to 20 

percent of the installed capacity. However, this error may drop to 5-7 percent using predictions with 

1 or 2 hour prediction horizon (Milligan, et al., 2009). This means that if BRPs could use predictions 

with shorter horizons, this could have a beneficial impact on the size of imbalances. This is both 

advantageous for both the wind power industry (less imbalance tariffs) and the TSO (less regulating 

reserves needed). Therefore, it is often defended by the wind industry that gate closure time should 

be extended for wind power nominations. 

An alternative for this demand is the development of intra-day market mechanisms. In 2009, Elia 

started an Intra-day Production Mechanism which gives BRPs the possibility to adapt nominations 

intraday. Elia retains the right to decline or approve but after acceptance, it cannot withdraw this 

right anymore without remuneration (in contrast to the situation before 2009). 

 

BRPs can manage their portfolio to intercept expected imbalances after gate closure. Their first 

option is to use reserve power from flexible generation or customers in their portfolio. This is not 

always an option possible for smaller BRPs with limited generation capacity. If we look in a Belgian 

context, most BRPs are relatively small and therefore face a competitive disadvantage concerning 

balancing possibilities when compared to bigger European parties.   

Two options for balancing capacity, which needs to be flexible, are hydropower and CCGT plants 

(Combined Cycle Gas Turbine). However, the first is not extensively available in large parts of Europe 

and the second is considered expensive. A third option is to use wind turbines to manage the 

portfolio balance. This can be done by new control technologies or the aggregation of geographically 

dispersed wind parks. A problem with this is that TSOs operate on a mostly national level, and 

therefore cannot benefit optimally from geographic dispersion of wind parks, or make optimal use of 

hydropower. 
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Finally, a BRP can use the spot market to reduce its imbalances by hedging its risk taking positions in 

the market. 

Demand Response 
Demand Response is a combination of the concepts of flexible demand and new loads in the list of 

flexibility options outlined by Nickell. (Nickell, 2008) 

There are several sources of demand side response: movable demand from demand-side units, 

demand destruction and the production of hydrogen through electrolysis.  

Moveable demand follows a seasonal profile. The amount of movable demand is much higher in 

winter than in summer. (Pöyry, 2011)The main reason for this is the demand for heating.  

Demand destruction means that a part of demand will disappear because of high electricity costs at 

the time of the demand. The creation of new loads is the opposite process: activities that used to 

take place at a point in time with higher electricity prices will be shifted to moments with lower 

prices. 

Demand response can provide ancillary services such as ramping and spinning and non-spinning 

reserves. They can virtually eliminate the need for regulation for periods lasting many hours, without 

inconvenience to the consumers. 

There are several possibilities to facilitate demand response. There are fast-acting (in the second-

range), autonomous loads shedding systems. These can be integrated in clothes dryers and water 

heaters and can provide a stabilizing force when needed. Another way is to use storage that is 

already present, such as the batteries of electric cars. This is called Vehicle-to-Grid and is explained 

below. 

A pilot by Olympic Peninsular found peak demand reductions of 16 percent and average demand 

reductions of 9 to 10 percent over extended periods. (BATELLE ENERGY TECHNOLOGY, 2009) 

 

The existence of a smart grid is a necessary condition for demand response to be possible. A short 

description of the smart grid is given here.  

The Smart Grid 

The smart grid is not a fixed concept. Many things can contribute to it, but few things have to. What 

is clear however is the goal that a smart grid tries to achieve: make electricity prices at the end 

consumer reflect the costs of generation better. 

Some methods to do this are very simple and already widely in use. Time-of-day meters charge 

different rates at different moments of the day, usually peak and non-peak moments, and can also 

charge different rates on different days, for example weekdays and weekend days. 
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Time-of-use, or real-time, meters receive signals from the power company and change the rates 

according to the actual cost of providing power at the moment.  

Time-of-use meters are clearly more sophisticated, but they are also more effective in achieving the 

goal of reducing peak loads. (Morgan, et al., 2009) 

To take advantage of time-of-use meters, customer load needs to be sensitive to changes in 

electricity pricing. This can be achieved by adding control circuits to certain devices, such as heating 

or air-conditioning, dishwashers and many others. 

For demand response, this interaction with household appliances (or industrial installations), is 

necessary. For the remainder of this thesis, the smart grid will refer to a time-of-use system with 

responsive load. 

Vehicle-to-Grid 

The concept of vehicle-to-grid (V2G) Storage is that vehicles with onboard electric storage provide 

storage when connected to the grid. The difficulty of V2G lies in the fact that the driver has to have 

enough energy stored in the vehicle for his driving needs. Kempton   identifies three strategies for 

this problem. (Kempton & Tomic, 2005b) 

1. Add extra energy storage to the vehicle 

2. Use fleets of electrical vehicles with predictable schedules 

3. Use intelligent controls 

The first option is rejected because it negates the main advantage of V2G: that it makes use of 

storage that already exists, but is idle most of the time. 

The other two options are illustrated by this figure form Kempton (Kempton & Tomic, 2005a) 
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Figure 8 Vehicule to Grid 

 

The figure shows that electricity flows one way to the power grid from the generators. The flow 

between the electric vehicles and the grid is two way. The grid operator (marked ISO for Independent 

System Operator) sends a signal to a large number of electrical vehicles. This signal may go directly to 

the vehicle or it can be received by a fleet operator, as shown in the lower right corner.  

Using fleets of electric vehicles is a good first step. The patterns of the drivers are much more 

predictable so that the requirement of having enough power available when the driver needs it is 

easy to fulfill. Fleets of vehicles are however only a fraction of the total market for electrical vehicles. 

For individual drivers there are several possibilities to coordinate with the ISO, including cars that 

“learn” driving patterns or overrides, whereby a car ‘declines’ to give up power. The biggest 

opportunity however probably lies in the type of electrical vehicle. Kempton  identifies three 

different types as relevant to the V2G concept: battery, fuel cell and hybrid. (Kempton & Tomic, 

2005a) 

From the standpoint of the grid operator battery there is no difference between a battery and a fuel 

cell electric vehicle. Both need to be plugged into the grid to be charged and have no other source of 

power. The difference lies in the way that energy is stored, the maturity of the technology and the 

associated costs. 

The hybrid type on the other hand uses both an internal combustion engine and a battery that 

buffers the generator and recuperates energy from braking. Both the generator and the battery can 

provide power.  The hybrids that are relevant for V2G storage are ‘plug-in’ hybrids. These have an 

enlarged battery and an electric plug to connect to the grid. The plug-in hybrid is the only type that is 

considered within the paper by Kempton and Tomic. (Kempton & Tomic, 2005a) This type can 
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provide V2G power both as a battery and as a motor generator (using fuel to generate power). It 

should be clear that using ‘plug-in’ hybrid vehicles significantly decreases the uncertainty that a 

driver potentially faces.  

Kempton  looks at the different power markets and determines where V2G can be most effective. 

(Kempton & Tomic, 2005b) The four relevant power markets were determined to be baseload, peak 

power, spinning reserves and regulation (all these power markets are described above). The 

conclusion was that while V2G is not suitable for baseload power, it may be suitable for peak power 

in some cases, and it is highly completive for spinning reserves and highly competitive for regulation 

reserves. 

 

 

Storage 
Storage can play two important role when large amounts of renewable energy generation. The first 

role is as a source of efficiency, allowing renewable energy to be captured and stored for later use. 

The second role is providing flexibility. In this chapter, the functions that an individual storage plant 

performs are compared to the functions performed by grid-wide storage. These functions are then 

explored in more detail and the most suitable storage technologies for the different functions are 

selected.  

Individual plant storage versus Power system storage 

A unit of storage can provide services for an individual plant or for the whole grid. The services that 

are provided by the unit of storage are the same even if the names of the services provided change. 

 

Table 1 Storage Services for a Single Application or the Whole Grid(Denholm, Ela, & Kirby, 2010) 

 Using storage to provide services for the entire system will result in a system that is significantly 

more efficient than a system in which storage is used to shift and smooth output of a single 

generator. Using storage resources to provide services for the entire grid is a clear example of 

resource aggregation.  If this aggregation is not used this might lead to the simultaneous charging 

and discharging of storage units, which is clearly non- optimal. Aggregation of the entire net load, 
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include both demand for energy and supply of variable generation, will lead to storage (or other 

flexibility options) to be used at the highest possible efficiency. This effect is reinforced when spatial 

diversity reduces variability over different timescales.  

There are however some cases where it can be interesting to combine energy storage and variable 

generation. The most common example is integrating thermal storage in a CSP plant (described 

below in more detail). The reason for this is the fact that certain components can be shared for both 

generation and storage processes.  Another example is using storage together with wind generation 

which can decrease the need for new transmission infrastructure (applies mainly to remote 

locations). 

Even though there are cases where it can be efficient to combine storage with generation, in general 

it is preferable to use storage as a shared resource.  This conclusion was also reached by Smith. 

(Smith, Milligan, DeMeo, & Parsons, 2007) 

 

 

Quantifying the value of storage 
 

Energy storage is able to provide multiple services such as load leveling, regulation and contingency 

reserves and firm capacity. In the past it has been difficult to quantify these benefits. This has been 

noted by different authors, including Jabboour en Wells who say “traditionally, when electric utilities 

evaluate generating additions to their facilities, the evaluation process considers the contribution of 

each alternative to both capacity and energy requirements. However, the evaluation process often 

neglects or inaccurately measure potential costs and benefits not directly related to capacity and 

energy. Operating considerations that reflect the ability (or inability) of a generation resource to 

respond to the electric system’s dynamic operating needs usually fall into this category.”   

The advent of energy and ancillary service markets has made this analysis easier. The emergence of 

wholesale electricity markets has made it easier for utilities to consider the opportunities for energy 

storage. These markets provide real and transparent data that allows the evaluation of both the 

economic yield and the optimum location of energy storage devices for arbitrage (the process where 

off-peak energy is purchased at low cost and resold during peak periods. It also becomes possible to 

evaluate the benefits of providing operating reserves and other ancillary services associated with 

energy storage. 

 The value of these services used to be hidden in utilities cost of service and this cost was seldom 

calculated. But the value of these services has become apparent and the advantage of energy 

storage with respect to these services is clear, especially because these services usually require fast 
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response but only limited actual energy delivery, two properties that are characteristic for many 

energy storage devices. 

 

Applications of energy storage 
Denholm divides energy storage into three classes, based on the discharge time required for an 

application. These three classes can be found in the table below. (Denholm, et al., 2010) 

 

 

Table 2 Three classes of energy storage (Denholm, Ela, & Kirby, 2010) 
 

The first two categories of energy storage, power quality services and bridging power services, do not 

require continuous discharge for an extended period of time. The third category, energy 

management, deals with energy flexibility.  

Walawalkar (Walawalkar & Apt, 2008) divides storage in five traditional applications, based on 

papers by the Electric Power Research Institute. (EPRI, 2003) (EPRI, 2004) (EPRI, 2006) 

 These five applications are: 

 Grid Stabilization 

 Grid Operational Support 

 Power Quality and Reliability 

 Load Shifting 

 Supporting the Integration of Intermittent Renewable Energy Sources 

Grid operational support consists of the operations that support normal operation of the grid. Four 

types of support operations can be performed with energy storage. These four services are: 

frequency regulation services, contingency reserves, voltage support and black start units. 

Because Denholm  uses clearer criteria to make distinctions between the different applications of 

storage we will use these classify the different services below. (Denholm, et al., 2010) If an 

application is mentioned in the Walawalkar and Apt  paper, we will mention in which of the five 

application categories it falls. (Walawalkar & Apt, 2008) 
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Power Quality  

 

Power quality is defined by the Center for climate and Energy Solutions  as :“The provision of power 

with specified voltage and frequency characteristics to the customer. Small imbalances in the sub-

minute time frame between electricity supply and demand, and the physical properties of electricity 

generators, electricity-consuming devices, and the transmission grid lead to small deviations (1 to 5 

percent) between the expected and actual voltage and frequency of power delivered, which can 

cause highly sensitive equipment such as computers to fail. When electricity supply and demand are 

in balance, these deviations in voltage and frequency are eliminated.” (Center for Climate and Energy 

Solutions) 

Power quality services are demanding because they requires continuous changes in output, frequent 

cycling and a fast response. They are the highest value opportunity for an energy storage device. 

(Denholm, et al., 2010) Power system stability is defined by Eleschova  as the ability of the power 

system to reestablish the initial steady state or come into the new steady state after any variation of 

the system’s operation value or after system´s breakdown. (Eleschova, et al., 2010) 

The two types of Power Quality services mentioned in the table; transient stability and frequency 

regulation. The transient stability application corresponds with the grid stabilization application 

defined by  Walawalkar. (Walawalkar & Apt, 2008)This is how storage helps the distribution grid 

return to normal operations after a disturbance. Walawalkar  defines three forms of instability: rotor 

angle instability, voltage instability and frequency excursions. (Walawalkar & Apt, 2008) 

The frequency regulation service is the injection or withdrawal of real power by a facility. The 

objective of this service is to maintain the grid frequency in the face of fluctuations in generation in 

load. In the paper by Walawalkar and Apt,  frequency regulation is one of the grid operational 

support services. (Walawalkar & Apt, 2008) 

 

When the dispatched power does not equal the actual load on a moment-by-moment basis a 

deviation from the grid’s standard frequency (50 Hertz in Europe) will occur. Minor frequency 

deviations can affect energy consuming devices and major deviations will cause generation and 

transmission equipment to separate from the grid, in the worst case leading to a cascading blackout5. 

A frequency regulation service can prevent these adverse consequences by correcting deviations in 

the transmission system’s frequency before they become problematic. 

 

                                                           
5
 A cascading blackout is the situation where the shutdown of one plant leads to a redistributing of the load to 

several other plants that also become unable to cope with the demand and shut down, setting of more 
overloads a possibly taking down the entire system. In modern grids many securities are in place against 
cascading blackouts, so this is a very rare occurrence 
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We can make a distinction between Frequency regulation and frequency response. Frequency 

response involves the automatic, autonomous and rapid action of turbine governor control to change 

a generator’s output. These changes occur independently of any dispatch signal from a system 

operator. Frequency regulation services, in contrast, do require a dispatch signal sent by the system 

operator to the appropriate resources. 

 

In the current grid, frequency regulation is largely provided by generators that are specially equipped 

for this purpose. When we look at the requirements that BTA enforces for bids on frequency 

regulation capacity6, we see that we can not only use generation for this task, but also storage, which 

is well positioned since many storage facilities are fast responding and low capacity is not an issue, 

and demand response, with some adjustments to BTA procedures7. 

 

Frequency generation theoretically is a net zero energy service over relatively short time scales. This 

is the reason that energy capacity requirements are much lower than those of resources providing 

operating reserves and energy arbitrage. It has been suggested by Makarov that fast-responding 

storage devices could receive a greater value per unit of capacity bid because they could reduce the 

amount of reserves needed. (Makarov, et al., 2008) 

Bridging Power 

 

The term ‘bridging power’ is used to describe the ability to ‘bridge’ the gap from using one energy 

source to using another.  The two applications of bridging power that are mentioned are contingency 

reserves and ramping. Contingency reserves also provide operational support for the grid. 

Walawalkar defines these reserves as reserves that include spinning (synchronous) and supplemental 

(non-synchronous). (Walawalkar & Apt, 2008) They should be able to provide power for up to two 

hours in response to a loss of generation or transmission. PJM (an regional transmission organization 

                                                           
6
 When a resource submits its bid, it is required to include its ramp rate in MW per minute, its cost per MWh of 

ramping ability, and the total capacity it is offering for frequency regulation -- a resource’s total amount of 

regulation capacity is based on its ability to ramp up (or down) in 5 minutes. This means that resources with a 

fast ramp rate have an advantage over slow ramping resources, even if the amount of capacity is quite limited  

 
7
 Alcoa, the world’s leading producer of aluminum and a big consumer of energy, stated that its demand 

response-based regulating resource is capacity constrained, but not ramp constrained.  Because some 

transmission companies (e.g. Midwest ISO and NYISO) subtract the downward regulation from the upward 

regulation, they fail to compensate for the actual ramping contribution. As a result, Alcoa’s fast ramp rate does 

not allow it to sell any additional regulating capacity, and Alcoa has no incentive to bid into the market its true 

ability to ramp, instead offering a lower ramp rate. 
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from the US) states that, depending on market and market reliability rules, as little as little as 30 

minutes may be required. (PJM) The challenges are that the device must be able to respond quickly, 

typically within minutes, which puts it clearly in the middle category of the Denholm table. (table 2) 

 

Energy arbitration 

 

Energy arbitration is the most intuitive application for storage in the grid when we look at a higher 

penetration of variable generation. It is also clear how the energy arbitration market works: buying 

electricity when there is a surplus of energy, this could be generation that would otherwise be 

curtailed, and selling again when the net load is high. Walawalkar defines several different forms of 

this application. Peak shaving is the most common (Walawalkar & Apt, 2008) (EPRI, 2003). Peak 

shaving describes the practice of using storage to reduce peak demand in an area. This is especially 

interesting when peak demand for a system is significantly larger than the average load and when 

peak demand is relatively rare. Denholm  calls energy arbitration the least rewarding revenue stream 

in the current regulatory scheme. (Denholm, et al., 2010) Walawalkar agrees that the cost per kW of 

a distribution upgrade will usually be much lower than the cost per kW of energy storage, but puts 

that in perspective by saying that the total cost associated with a distribution upgrade will be much 

higher than the total cost of storage when optimized for deferral of a distribution upgrade for a 

period of two to five years. (Walawalkar & Apt, 2008) 

Other application of energy storage 

 

Denholm lists some other function that energy storage can perform and Walawalkar defines which 

services storage can perform to support the integration of intermittent renewable energy sources. 

(Denholm, et al., 2010) (Walawalkar & Apt, 2008) 

Transmission and Distribution 

Storage can be an alternative to new transmission and distribution. Distribution systems are sized for 

peak demand. Growing demand means that new lines and substation need to be installed, even if 

the additional capacity is only needed for a couple of hours per year. This can be avoided by the use 

of distributed storage near the load (Nourai, 2007). Storage can also reduce line-loss rates. (Nourai, 

et al., 2008)Line-loss can be defined as the waste of energy during transmission over power lines. 

These losses are especially high during peak demand. 

Black-Start 

A black-start unit provides energy to restart other units after a system failure. The unit also provides 

a reference frequency for synchronisation. When available, pumped hydro storage is used for this 
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application. Many transmission substations also use batteries to maintain reliability during power 

failures. This application is categorized under grid operational support. 

Power Quality and Stability 

This service corresponds to the application of the same name in the Walawalkar  paper. (Walawalkar 

& Apt, 2008) Storage devices are used at customer load sites to buffer sensitive equipment against 

power quality issues. These issues include voltage spikes, sags, outages and harmonics. It is also 

possible to use storage to dampen oscillation of frequency and voltage. If these disturbances are not 

dampened, the stability and reliability of a system can be affected. Because system stability requires 

response times of less than a second, fast-responding energy storage will be used.  

End- Use Applications 

Storage at the end-user can provide value when the load is off-grid, but also when it is grid-tied 

through the management of time-of-use rates. This means that energy is stored when it is cheap and 

used when it is more expensive e.g. during peak demand. This does require some form of 

differentiated pricing. Storage also provides increased reliability through emergency power and 

backup power. It might be worth noting that this end-use application has an analogous application 

within the grid as a whole; using storage to shift end use in time is equivalent to energy arbitrage.   

Supporting the Integration of Intermittent Renewable Energy Sources 

 

 Walawalkar describes the following applications that storage can perform in relation with 

intermittent energy sources. (Walawalkar & Apt, 2008)  The Electric Power Research Institute 

described these applications in the context of wind power, but these applications are also valid for 

other intermittent energy sources, most notably solar photovoltaic. (EPRI, 2004) 

Frequency and synchronous spinning reserve support 

The intermittent nature of generation can lead to imbalances between generation and load that can 

cause shifts in grid frequency. These imbalances are usually handled by spinning reserves at the 

transmission level. 

Transmission curtailment reduction 

Often renewable generation is located in remote areas. If these areas are not sufficiently served by 

transmission systems, an operator will sometimes be asked to curtail production. In this case storage 

can serve as an alternative to an upgrade of the transmission system. 

Time shifting 

Intermittent renewables are considered non-dispatchable resources. Storage can be used to storage 

energy generated during periods of low demand and deliver it during peak. This application is called 
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“firming and shaping” when applied to wind energy because it changes the profile of wind power, 

allowing greater control over the dispatch. 
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Evaluating Storage 
When we look at the performance, both technical and commercial, of different storage technologies, 

we should take into account the maturity of the technology. Only four technologies have an installed 

capacity that exceeds 100 MW worldwide. These four technologies are sodium sulfur batteries, 

pumped hydro, compressed air energy storage (CAES) and thermal storage. (Denholm, et al., 

2010)This means both efficiency and cost of other technologies are hard to assess, because of the 

limited deployment of these technologies. Another problem arises when we try to compare different 

storage technologies: both efficiency and cost can be inaccurately reported. 

Denholm mentions the following caveats (Denholm, et al., 2010):  

Efficiency: 

 

1. An electricity storage device’s efficiency in the grid is measured by the AC to AC round-trip 

efficiency, or AC kWhout/kWhin.  However, this is not always the value reported, especially 

for devices such as batteries and capacitors, which store DC energy. In these cases, the DC-

DC round-trip efficiency may be reported, which means additional losses in power 

conversion efficiencies must be considered. 

2. Reported round-trip efficiencies may not include “parasitic” loads.  “Parasitic loads” refers to 

the load required for internal system maintenance rather than for the system’s primary 

purpose of supplying power to the grid. These loads include heating and cooling of batteries 

and power-conditioning equipment and will vary considerably depending on use, climate, 

and the length of the storage cycle.  

3. Comparing thermal and electric storage is impossible because thermal storage does not 

provide all the services of a “pure” electricity storage device.  

 

 

 

 

Cost  

 

1. Only four technologies have been deployed at a large scale and therefore, the estimated 

costs of emerging technologies may be for custom-build products (and consequently very 

high) or projections may have been made with mass production in mind (and therefore 
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overly optimistic). Even with more mature technologies such as PHS and CAES it is impossible 

to make accurate estimates, because of site-specific conditions. 

2. Prices will vary strongly in response to commodity price changes and the global economy. 

Cost estimates may therefore market conditions in a given year as opposed to real 

differences.  

3. Storage technologies can offer all three classes of services mentioned above (power quality, 

energy arbitration and bridging power). Every storage technology is suited for a different 

class of services (or a combination of several classes).  A comparison of storage techniques 

that offer a different service (or combination of services) has limited value.  

 

Types of storage 
Energy storage can compensate for the stochastic nature of intermittent energy sources. Storage 

makes it possible for a system to absorb the excessive energy when generation exceeds predicted 

levels and can provide it back to the grid when generation levels are insufficient. 

Taking into account the third caveat with respect to cost, we will divide the different storage 

techniques based on the discharge time for which they are most suited. In table 2, we found that the 

power quality class corresponds with a discharge time of seconds, the bridging power class 

corresponds with a discharge time of minutes to an hour and energy management requires a 

discharge time of several hours. 

 

The figure below shows different storage technologies ranked based on discharge time and based on 

module size. The different classes of storage defined by Denholm were also classified based on 
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discharge time. 

 

Figure 9 Positioning of Energy Storage Technologies (EPRI, 2010)
8
 

 

Thermal Storage 

Thermal energy cannot be used to store and discharge electricity directly. This means that is does not 

have the same functionality as other storage technologies. In some application thermal storage can 

be equivalent to electricity storage. The most common example is storing solar energy in its thermal 

form and converting it to electricity when needed. This can be done with many types of generators 

but is associated most closely with concentrating solar power, which was introduced in the chapter 

on solar power. One of the most widely used forms of thermal storage is molten salt storage, of  

which a practical example is given below. 

Thermal energy storage has higher efficiency losses than convention storage because of the 

transformation from electricity to thermal energy and back to electricity, but thermal energy can be 

stored with much higher efficiency. Because in a CSP energy  is stored before it is converted to 

electricity,  round trip efficiency of thermal storage in combination with CSP can be close to 100 

percent. (Denholm, et al., 2010) 

Thermal storage can also be used in end-use applications for some specific goals, most notably 

heating or cooling. The same high round-trip efficiencies can be reached in these applications.  

                                                           
8
 The characteristic and performance ranges are illustrative. In many cases, examples can be found that fall 

outside the indicated ranges. 
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Molten salt storage: an example 

Molten salt storage is one of the most widely used ways of thermal storage. In the example below 

(SolarPACES, 1999b) we look at a molten-salt storage system used in combination with a solar tower.  

In the molten-salt storage system of a solar tower, liquid salt at 290°C is pumped from a ‘cold’ 

storage tank through the heat receiver where it is heated to 565°C. Then it is pumped into a ‘hot’ 

tank for storage. When there is a demand for stored energy, hot salt is pumped to a steam 

generating system. In many cases the system produces superheated steam for a conventional 

Rankinecycle turbine/generator system. Once the heat has been ‘extracted’ from the liquid salt, it is 

returned to the cold tank where it is stored and waits to be reheated in the heat receiver. 

Determining the optimum storage tank capacity is an important part of the system design process. 

This capacity needs to be designed with power-dispatch requirements in mind. It is possible to design 

a storage tanks with sufficient capacity to power a turbine at full output for up to 13 hours. 

An additional benefit of molten salt storage is the fact that no hazardous emissions are released 

during operation of the solar power tower plant. If a salt spill should occur, the salt will freeze before 

significant contamination of the soil can occur. 

 

Storage technologies for Power Quality Applications 

Flywheels 

A paper by the IEEE tells us that flywheels can only be used to store electricity when coupled with an 

electric machine. (RIBEIRO, et al., 2001) A flywheel stores energy in the angular momentum of a 

spinning mass. (Walawalkar & Apt, 2008) How much energy can be stored by a flywheel depends on 

the moment of inertia of the rotor and the square of the rotational velocity of the flywheel. Energy is 

transferred to the flywheel when the electric machine operates as a motor, which causes the 

flywheel to accelerate, charging the energy storage device. During discharge, the motor acts as a 

generator, producing electricity from the rotational energy of the flywheel. This causes the flywheel 

to slow down.  

Flywheels have a rapid response and a high efficiency, which make them ideally suited for frequency 

regulation. They are capable of several hundred thousand charge-discharge cycles and a cycle life 

that is significantly better than that of batteries (Lazarewicz, 2005). Flywheels have power densities 

five to ten times of batteries. They have a very fast response time of less than four milliseconds and 

may be used for duration up to one hour. Efficiencies are about 93 percent and lifetimes are 

estimated at 20 years. (EPRI, 2010) Power and energy can be sized independently since the energy 
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sizing of a flywheel is dependent on size and speed of the rotor, while the power rating is dependent 

on the motor generator. Disadvantages are a relatively poor energy density and large standby losses. 

 

Capacitors 

The response time of capacitors is among the fastest of all storage techniques. Capacitors are 

primarily used in power quality applications such as providing transient voltage stability. Their low 

energy capacity means that their use in applications with a longer duration is severely restricted. 

Superconducting Magnetic Energy Storage  

Superconducting Magnetic Energy Storage (SMES) uses a magnetic field created by a coil of 

superconducting material to store energy. It stores energy in the magnetic field generated by the DC 

current flowing through the coil. The superconducting coil needs to be at cryogenic temperature, this 

temperature is maintained by a cryostat, containing helium or nitrogen. A power conversion system 

connects the SMES unit to an AC power system and is used to charge the coil. Like capacitors it can 

respond very fast but has a low energy capacity. It has a very high efficiency (a charge-discharge 

efficiency of over 95 percent). (Ribeiro, et al., 2001) This makes SMES suitable for applications in 

application at all levels of electric power systems. When compared to other technologies, SMES 

systems are still costly. 

 

 

Storage Techniques for Bridging Power 

Battery technology 

Most battery technologies can be used for both mobile and for stationary applications. Mobile 

applications however (such as in electrical vehicles) are considerably more demanding. The energy 

per unit weight requirements will be higher and the technology needs to be more robust when 

dealing with temperature or humidity variations, which can be controlled more easily in a stationary 

application.  

Some examples of battery technologies are lead acid, nickel cadmium, nickel metal hydride and 

lithium ion batteries. Lead acid batteries are the most mature of these technologies. (American 

Physical Society, 2010) 

Lead acid 

Lead acid batteries for peak shaving were tested in the 1980s, but were not considered economical. 

Recent innovations have improved the energy density three or four times and increased the lifetime. 
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The combination of lead acid and ultra-capacitors is a promising technology for energy storage that is 

sometimes called an ‘ultra battery’.  

Lithium ion 

Rechargeable Li-ion batteries are common in consumer electronics, which account for most of its 

production volume. Lithium-ion is also well positioned to become the leading technology for plug-in 

hybrid electrical vehicles. These  batteries have a very high energy density, making them ideally 

suited for applications with space constraints. These constraints do not apply when storage is 

constructed explicitly for grid support applications. This means that we will not construct Lithium-ion 

batteries for this purpose, but it might be interesting to use existing lithium-ion batteries to provide 

grid services. This possibility is explored further in the section on vehicle-to-grid. 

Storage Techniques for Energy management 

High energy batteries 

Batteries designed for energy management services can generally provide a rapid response, so that 

they are able to provide other services for which a shorter response time is required. These services 

are usually higher value services. There are two types of batteries that are commercially available for 

energy management applications: high-temperature batteries and liquid electrolyte flow batteries. 

Sodium-Sulphur (NaS) is the most mature high temperature battery. Rastler puts the worldwide 

installed capacity at 300 MW, which makes it the third most widely used storage technology, after 

pumped hydro and CAES. (Rastler, 2010) Other high-temperature batteries are being developed. 

Extensive description of flow batteries will not be given because Walawalkar states that flow 

batteries (such as Zinc Bromine and Vanadium Redox) are inferior to NaS batteries both in terms of 

capital costs (higher) and roundtrip efficiency (lower). (Walawalkar & Apt, 2008) 

Sodium Sulphur Batteries 

Sodium-sulphur batteries are an electrochemical Electric Energy Storage technology (EES). These 

batteries function based on an electrochemical reaction between sodium and sulphur, taking place in 

high temperatures. Within the battery these two chemicals are separated by a beta alumina ceramic 

electrolyte. EPRI  finds over 55 installations worldwide, proving this technologies’ maturity, and 

mentions the batteries excellent cycle life. (EPRI, 2003) 

Flow batteries  

Flow batteries are rechargeable batteries that convert chemical energy to electricity. Two 

electrolytes flow past a proton-exchange membrane and generate electricity. This process can be 

compared to a fuel cell, except that the reaction is reversible so that no electrolytes need to be 

released into the atmosphere. Electrolytes are charged in external tanks. The capacity of these tanks 
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is the limiting factor of flow batteries’ storage capacity. This makes scale-up relatively easy. Flow 

batteries can potentially offer higher efficiencies and longer life than lead acid batteries. 

 

Figure 10 Principles of Flow Batteries (American Physical Society, 2010) 

 

Pumped Hydro 

Pumped hydro is the storage technology that is deployed on the largest scale in the world. The EIA 

puts the number at 104 GW in 2008. This obviously leads to a high level of technological maturity. 

Advantages of this technology are the high round –trip efficiencies (more than 75 percent) and the 

relatively low cost. 

A single Pumped Hydro Storage facility can provide up to thousands of megawatts of capacity in a 

single facility. This makes the technology very well suited for load levelling. These facilities are also 

highly flexible and responsive, with ramping rates that can exceed hundreds of megawatts per 

minute.   

The downside is that PHS requires large areas and leads to environmental concerns. The number of 

suitable sites is also limited, especially in developed areas such as Europe.  
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Figure 11 Pumping power station (from KTH Stockholm Hydropower notes) (Boronat, et al., 2006) 
 

A pumping power station works by the following principle: in periods of low energy-demand, low-

cost energy is stored by pumping water from the lower level to the superior dam. 

When there is a need for more energy, the intake is opened and the water goes through the turbine 

at high speeds because of the altitude of the reservoir, working the reversible electrical machine like 

an alternator. In the figure above, there are two hydraulic machines, a pump and a turbine, working 

the same electrical machine, in a different direction. 

 

The workings of a pumping station are quite similar to those of a hydroelectric generating plant. The 

workings of these plants are described below, to illustrate the differences.  

A hydroelectric power plant depends on dammed water contained by a dike. The volume of 

the water in this reservoir is controlled, and can be maintained at an almost constant level. The 

water is conducted through conduits or pipes, equipped with valves and turbines so that the water 

flow can be adapted to correspond to the demand of electricity. The turbine-design depends on the 

characteristics of the plant; the size of the reservoir and the height of the jump. Generators are 

placed above the turbines, and finally the electricity is added to the grid. 
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Figure 12 Dam power stations (picture from KTH Stockholm, Hydropower) (Boronat, et al., 2006) 

 

Compressed Air 

Compressed air Energy Storage (CAES) is a technology where energy is stored by compressing air in 

an underground storage cavern. The energy can be extracted by drawing the compressed air from 

the storage vessel; it is then heated and expanded through a turbine. The air is the mixed with fuel 

and combusted with the exhaust expanded through a conventional, low pressure gas turbine. These 

turbines are connected to an electrical generator. 

Because this technology uses fuel to generate combustion in the gas turbine, this is not a pure 

storage technology but a hybrid generation/storage technology. This makes comparing this 

technology with alternatives harder. The round trip efficiency measure cannot be used. 
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Integrating renewables 

Wind 
There are several attributes that are characteristic of intermittent wind energy that can pose 

challenges to the integration of wind at a larger scale. (Vadari & Davis, 2009) 

These attributes are: 

 Intermittency: Wind generation energy production is extremely variable. The causes of this 

variability are outlined in the section above. It is possible that the highest energy output occurs 

when the demand for power is low.  

 Ability to dispatch: Wind power will only generate energy when there is wind. This means that it 

is impossible to control output. 

 Remote siting: Wind power is not always located in an area that is supported by a strong 

transmission system or close to a major load center. This means that there will probably be 

transmission constraints that don’t allow all energy to be used when there is very high 

production of wind energy. 

 Ability to Forecast: Forecasts are important for the integration of wind, because not only 

variability is important in an electrical system, but also reliability. This attribute is explored 

further below. 

 Amount of space needed: Wind needs a large land area to produce the power equivalent to the 

power produced by a fossil fueled plant. This will ultimately present a limiting factor to the 

growth of wind capacity. 

 Non-utility owned: For the first time major capacity will be owned by companies and people 

without a utility mindset. Because these projects can get implemented much sooner than 

projects by utilities, interconnection will need to be implemented much faster. 

A final issue when integrating  wind is the issue of firm capacity. This issue was briefly mentioned in 

the section balancing. It is possible for wind generation to provide some firm capacity. Even though 

figures are strongly system-dependent, Eurelectric provides some statistics. (EURELECTRIC, 2010) On 

average only 4percent of total wind installed capacity (2,5percent in Spain; 5,5 percent in Germany) 

has a probability of being available  at all times that is equivalent to the level expected in 

conventional power plants (95 percent). 

 

The cost of Integrating Wind 

There are different types  of costs associated with wind power integration: regulation, load following 

and wind uncertainty. (Denholm, et al., 2010) Regulation costs result from providing short term 
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ramping. Load following costs are the costs that result from providing hourly ramping requirements. 

Wind uncertainty costs originate from having a suboptimal mix of units online because of errors in 

the wind forecast. This last category can also be called unit commitment cost or scheduling cost. The 

reason this cost is incurred is because too few or too many baseload capacity units (slow starting, 

lower operational costs) are committed when compared with a perfect wind forecast. 

 Denholm finds that within an American context the cost impact of accommodating wind variability 

(associated with the first two cost types mentioned above) adds less than 10% to the cost of wind 

energy. (Denholm, et al., 2010) The majority of the costs are incurred because of uncertainty and 

wind forecasting errors and the resulting unit commitment errors. This is the third type of cost that is 

mentioned above.  

The reason for the relatively small impact of variation is that there already exists significant variation 

in normal load. The same flexible generation units that are available to respond to these variations 

are also able to accommodate wind variability. The needs of flexibility are also decreased because 

the combination of multiple wind sites smoothes out the aggregated wind generation in a system. 

This is called spatial diversity and reduces the per-unit size of ramps and therefore lowers the flexible 

generation requirements.  

The three types of costs described above (regulation, load following and wind uncertainty) 

correspond with the first three impacts of adding renewable energy to an energy system. The fourth 

impact - an increase in ramping range – has not lead to a quantifiable impact in a U.S. context. 

(Denholm, et al., 2010)The increase in ramping range might provide an upper limit on the 

penetration of intermittent renewables, without the use of enabling technologies. 

Solar 
 The same attributes listed as an influencing factor in the integration of wind energy are also relevant 

for the integration of Solar energy. These factors are: 

 Intermittency: Solar generation is highly variable. The causes of this variability are outlined in the 

section above. High energy output usually does correspond to periods with high load within a 

single day, but there are seasonal effects that are larger than those present in wind energy. 

 Ability to dispatch: Similarly to wind energy, it is impossible to control output. 

 Siting: Photovoltaic generation is usually deployed in a local context, meaning that the load will 

be close to the power source. Combined with the relatively small scale of PV installation this 

means that there will be relatively few integration issues. (Vadari & Davis, 2009) For CSP, large 

plants and extensive transmission infrastructure might be required. 

  Ability to Forecast: The forecastability of solar power is higher than the forecastability of wind 

power. 
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 Amount of space needed: PV does not need large spaces, while concentrated solar power  

requires significant amounts of land. 

 Non-utility owned: PV-panels are already owned in large amounts by households instead of 

utilities. 

Another factor that will affect the integration of solar energy is the fact that each type of solar cell 

will operate differently under different conditions. The most important types of solar power 

generation are mentioned in the chapter on solar power (supra).These differences in behavior can be 

a benefit to the system by smoothing out rapid fluctuations. The same is true for wind energy. 

No serious system operating issues are expected with an increased market penetration of solar 

generation. (Vadari & Davis, 2009) 

Costs of solar power Integration 

A paper by Lew says that there is not enough solar data available to estimate the impact of 

integrating solar energy on frequency regulation and ramping. (Lew, et al., 2009) The costs of 

integration consist of the fuel costs needed to provide the additional required reserves, maintenance 

costs and variable operation costs. The additional variability caused by the intermittent character of 

solar power requires flexible generation to provide regulation and load following. These flexible 

generators ensure that additional ramping requirements can be met.  

The use of more flexible units or keeping units at part load are characterized by higher fuel costs and 

lower efficiency. This results in an increased cost of fuel per unit of electricity generated. This is 

caused by keeping generation units at part load, ready to respond to variability 

Thermal generators must be scheduled hours or even days in advance to be ready when needed. If 

utilities over-schedule (run to many plants) many plants will be running at part load which means 

that start-up costs will be higher than needed. This happens when wind power or solar power is 

under predicted, but also when the load is higher than expected. The reverse happens when the 

forecasts are too high or the load is higher than expected. In these cases insufficient thermal capacity 

will be available. To prevent a black-out, utilities will use quick-start units, purchase energy from 

neighboring utilities of pay customers to reduce their load. Because low-cost units are sitting idle all 

these options will result in a cost level that is higher than in an optimal case. An example of such a 

situation was the ERCOT event of February 26, 2008, outlined by (Ela & Kirby, 2008). 

It is not certain that storage would be a solution for such a situation because storage also needs to be 

scheduled. 

These costs are largely captured in the increased fuel costs. It should be mentioned that any increase 

in fuel use associated with reserves for variable generation will be considerably smaller than the 

amount of fuel avoided by the displacement of conventional generation by variable generation. 
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Other costs associated with the integration of variable generation are increased wear and tear on 

generators, imposing extra maintenance costs. 

Effect of integrating Intermittent renewables 
The factors that are relevant to the integration of solar power and wind power are listed above. Now 

it is possible to take a closer look to the effects of integrating intermittent renewables into the grid. 

 

There are several benefits to the electricity system by adding renewable energy. The utility benefits 

because of reduced fuel use, reduced emissions and a reduced need for system capacity, caused by 

the production of variable energy coinciding with the load9.  

The way the system is operated also needs to change. In the first place there will be an increased 

need for frequency regulation because adding variable generation (especially wind) will increase the 

short- term variability of the net load.  In the second place, adding intermittent resources will also 

increase the ramping rate, which is the speed with which load-following units must increase or 

decrease their output. The third factor is that uncertainty in of variable generation will lead to more 

uncertainty in this net load.  Finally an increase in variable generation will cause an increase in the 

overall ramping range – the difference between daily minimum and maximum demand – which leads 

to a reduction of the minimum load.  

Increasing the variability of the net load will require more flexibility in the system. This can be 

provided by storage. Storage can also provide the higher ramping capabilities that are required to 

meet both predicted and unpredicted variability.  

 

If we look at the integration of intermittent renewables from a market price perspective, both spot 

level price increase as spot level price decreases are possible.  EURELECTRIC (EURELECTRIC, 2010) 

gives us two price decreasing factors and two price increasing factors. 

Price decreasing factors 

1. Increasing the amount of power with a low marginal cost will push plant with higher 

marginal cost out of the market, leading to a lower spot price. This is called the Merit 

Order Effect 

2. Increased penetration of renewable sources will lead to a lower demand of fossil 

fuels and therefore lower fossil fuel prices. 

  

                                                           
9
 The positive effects of variable energy coinciding with load are expected to be larger for solar power than for 

wind (Denholm, et al., 2010) 
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Price increasing factors 

1. Intermittency will cause conventional power plants to start up more and operate for 

shorter periods of time. This means that startup cost have to be spread over fewer 

hours and the marginal bidding price of these units will increase, leading to a higher 

equilibrium price. 

2. Intermittent generation will increase the variability of primary fuel demand, which 

means that more demand needs to be served by gas-fired plants instead of cheaper 

baseload plants.  

The merit order effect and the effect the increased cycling needs are described in a little more detail 

below.  The portfolio effect found by Awerbuch is also described briefly. 

Merit Order Effect 

The merit order effect is the first effect listed above. A zero variable cost energy contribution will 

replace expensive fossil-fuel electricity production and reduce supply costs. (Morthosrs & Awerbuch, 

2009) In a wholesale generation market this price reduction effect might be less significant than 

could be expected from a cost perspective. This is because the addition of wind energy might not 

change the technology that sets the marginal price. This is often the case in Europe when there is a 

large component of combined cycle gas turbines (CCGT). (Pérez-Arriaga & Batlle, 2012) 

This is illustrated in the figures below. 

 

Figure 13 Probability Distributions of marginal energy prices with and without wind (2004) 
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Figure 14 Probability distributions of marginal energy prices with and without wind (2010) 

 

Increasing cycling needs 

Due to the lack of correlation of wind production with demand, wind output changes the way of 

scheduling conventional units. Thermal production no longer peaks when demand is highest and 

wind production may force a large number of units to shut down, only to have to start up a few 

hours later. 

Cycling is the process of changing operating modes of fossil fuel fired thermal plants that occur in 

response to changes in dispatch requirements: on/off operation, low-load cycling and load following. 

The impacts of fossil power plant cycling are a significant increase in the equivalent forced outage 

rate (EFOR)10, additional capital and maintenance expenditures and increased wear and tear. All of 

these factors combine into a significant cost increase due to a changed EFOR, cost of heat rate 

change due to low load and variable load operation, unit life-time shortening and increased 

management cost (including dispatch). (Pérez-Arriaga & Batlle, 2012) 

EURELECTRIC states that nuclear plant can be redesigned or refurbished to perform in a flexible 

mode. (EURELECTRIC, 2010) In most systems, nuclear power only provides baseload power (with 

France and Germany as notable exceptions). The reasons for the limitation of nuclear power 

utilization have more to do with security concerns than economic reasons. If this is not changed, the 

presence of nuclear power will increase the amount of cycling that happens at midrange plants even 

further. A higher proportion of inflexible nuclear plants means that the amount of units able to pass 

off-peak hours at minimum load (to avoid being started up) is smaller. 

Portfolio Effect 

Adding wind or other fixed-cost, fuel-less renewables to a fossil fuel dominated generating portfolio 

will reduce the generating cost and risk, as long as the generation mix can be reshuffled over time. 

(Awerbuch, 2004) This effect is called the portfolio effect and it holds even if wind is believed to cost 

                                                           
10

 the hours of unit failure (unplanned outage hours and equivalent unplanned derated hours) as a 

percentage of the total availability of the unit (Wolyniec, 2003) 
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more on a stand-alone basis.  Because wind generating costs are uncorrelated to fossil fuel prices, 

the addition of wind diversifies the generation mix and reduces expected costs and risks. 
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Balancing and Storage of intermittent renewables 
The goal of this section is to look to the future, the year 2030, and examine whether a generation mix 

with a high penetration of intermittent renewables is feasible and what role balancing and storage 

can play in ensuring grid stability. 

In the previous chapters, the functions that storage can perform were examined. An important 

conclusion was that different kinds of storage are suited for different functions. The main separator 

of these different functions is the timescale on which these functions take place. Examining all 

different timescales would be too large a scope for this thesis, for that reason, the focus of this thesis 

will be on the inter-hour and inter-day timescale, and not on the intra-hour timescale. This means 

that, using the Denholm classification found in table 2, only energy management applications will be 

considered. Since the characteristics of the storage for power quality applications differ from those 

with higher discharge times, there will be no overlap. We will assume that mechanism to ensure 

power quality are in place and functioning properly. There is overlap between storage technologies 

for bridging power applications and storage for energy management applications.  

Within these timescales a generation mix with a high penetration of intermittent electricity will be 

examined. The goal is to determine whether this generation mix is feasible and what role balancing 

and storage can play to make it feasible or decrease the costs. 

In this section, the following steps were followed: 

1. A geographical area was selected: this area was divided in three parts, so that the effects of 

geographical aggregation could be examined later. 

2. A annual growth factor was determined and applied, so that the load for the year 2030 can 

be found. 

3. A generation mix, with a high penetration of intermittent electricity, is set. 

4. The load is balanced, so that the peaks in net load are shifted and the need for conventional 

generation drops. 

5. The feasibility of this generation mix is checked: is the average load always covered by the 

average generation?  

6. The need for contingency reserves is examined: if intermittent generation drops significantly, 

will load still be met? 

7. Once the feasibility of the generation mix is determined, the value of storage is expressed in 

monetary terms by looking at the marginal price of electricity. 
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Determining the growth percentage of energy consumption 
 

To find to electrical load in the year 2030, a growth factor needs to be determined. To determine this 

growth percentage in energy consumption, we look at the ten biggest economies of the European 

Union by 2010 GDP (excluding the U.K).  These ten countries are: Germany, France, Italy, Spain, 

Netherlands, Poland, Belgium, Sweden, Austria and Denmark. (IMF) 

Electricity consumption is defined as the total electricity generated annually plus imports and minus 

exports, expressed in kilowatt-hours. The difference between the amount of electricity generated or 

imported and the amount consumed or exported is accounted for as transmission losses. 

When we look at the evolution from 2000 to 2011, we see that there has been very little growth in 

energy consumption. When we look closer at the data of some of the individual countries, we see 

that the reason for this lack of growth can be found in the last couple of years. We make the 

assumption that the decrease in consumption in these years is a consequence of the financial crisis of 

2008 and hence abnormal. We exclude the years after 2007 from our dataset and look at the annual 

increase of electricity consumption from the year 2000 to the year 2007. The annual increase found 

is 2,03 percent. Because of the serious uncertainties we have to deal with when looking at expected 

demand twenty years in the future, this number is rounded to the nearest integer: 2 percent. 

 

Country 2000 2007 

Annual 

increase (%) 

Germany 488,04 524,6 1,04 

France 389,25 482,4 3,11 

Italy 266,71 303,8 1,88 

Spain 170,31 241,8 5,13 

Netherlands 94,33 102,4 1,18 

Poland 121,94 124,1 0,25 

Belgium 74,54 82,41 1,44 

Sweden 135,1 137,8 0,28 

Austria 51,89 65,2 3,32 

Denmark 33,04 36,41 1,4 

Total 1825,15 2100,92 2,03 

Table 3 Determining the growth rates of the 10 biggest E.U. economies (CIAFactbook, sd) 
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Geographical Scope 
Our research is focused on the European mainland. All of these countries are gathered in ENTSO-E: 

The European Network of Transmission System Operators for Electricity. This organization counts all 

electric TSOs in the EU, and others connected to their networks, as its members. We divided Europe 

in three geographical regions: Scandinavia, Western Europe and Central Europe. The Scandinavia 

group consists of Norway, Sweden, Finland, Denmark and Estonia; the countries making up the 

Nordpool group. The Western group consists of Belgium, the Netherlands, France, and Germany. The 

central group consists of Poland, Austria, Slovenia, Hungary and the Czech Republic.  ENTSO-E has 

made 2011 hourly load data, expressed in MW, public for all these countries11. (ENTSO-E, 2011) 

 

Aggregating load data  

We add the hourly load data of the countries we selected above, per hour and per day, so that we 

obtain a new hourly load dataset for the whole of Europe. We construct this dataset for two different 

months: January and July. Selecting these two months allows us to examine seasonal difference in 

load between summer and winter.  

Once we have the aggregated 2011 load data, we need to transform it into the expected hourly load 

data for 2030. This is done by using the expected annual growth rate of two percent obtained above.  

Generating the Wind Power Dataset 
Wind speed is determined by weather fronts and a daily pattern caused by the sun. Depending on 

which of these two dominates, there can be a very significant or hardly any diurnal pattern in wind 

energy output. The location of the turbines also is important. In California, wind usually blows 

hardest in the morning and the evening, when it blows from the desert to the sea. In Europe, wind 

usually starts blowing in the morning and it calms down in the evening. These diurnal effects can also 

be affected by seasons, as this pattern is reinforced in Northern Europe during the summer. 

To compare wind output with our load data, we need to have output for the same timescale, 

meaning hourly production.  

We will first do this for onshore wind energy. Sinden gives us annual, monthly and intra-day (diurnal) 

changes in wind energy output. (Sinden, 2005) This paper is focused on the UK, but the trends that 

emerge in this paper: higher wind production in summer than in winter, a slightly different diurnal 

pattern in summer and winter and wind speeds that rise in the morning and go down again in the 

evening correspond with what is expected for the rest of Europe. (Holttinen, 2005) 

                                                           
11

 More information on the methodology used to obtain this load data can be found in Appendix 1: “Load and consumption 

data: Specificities of member countries” 
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The capacity factors used for the remainder of the exercise are given in the tables below. They are 

based on data from Sinden and Holttinen and reflect the seasonal and diurnal effects listed above. 

Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sept Oct Nov Dec 

40 37 36 29 25 22 20 20 26 32 33 37 
Table 4 Average capacity factors per Month 

 

 
1:00 2:00 3:00 4:00 5:00 6:00 7:00 8:00 9:00 10:00 11:00 12:00 

Winter 35 35 35 35 35 35 35 35 36 38 39 40 

Summer 14 14 14 14 14 14 15 16 18 20 23 25 

 
                        

 
13:00 14:00 15:00 16:00 17:00 18:00 19:00 20:00 21:00 22:00 23:00 24:00 

Winter 43 45 43 40 39 38 38 37 37 37 37 37 

Summer 27 30 31 31 30 28 26 25 20 18 15 14 
Table 5 Average capacity factors: diurnal pattern (Winter and Summer) 

 

We need to integrate a measure of deviation from the mean value in our dataset. The standard 

deviation is the average deviation from the mean value. The difference between two consecutive 

hours is called the hourly variation. This hourly variation will be lower for large, dispersed wind 

power production. The hourly variations are not correlated or only weakly correlated. For the 

modelling of wind output, we will assume that they are uncorrelated. We assume that most of the 

time, hourly variations will stay within +/- 5percent of installed capacity. (Holttinen, 2005) 

If we look at standard deviation for the whole dataset, Holttinen finds that for a single turbine the 

standard deviation is 30-40 percent, which is larger than the capacity factor for most turbines. For 

small countries, this standard deviation goes down to 20 percent and it becomes even lower for large 

countries. For a large area, such as the Nordpool area, the standard deviation is close to 15 percent 

of capacity. The same source also tells us that a capacity factor of 25 percent is a reasonable bet for 

onshore wind. (Holttinen, 2005) We make the assumption that the output on consecutive days is 

uncorrelated (except for seasonal effects). 

The capacity factor for wind generated energy is still a matter of much discussion, with 35 percent 

appearing as a commonly given value. The realized values for Europe over the last five years are 

closer to 21 percent. (Boccard, 2008) Taking into account that technical advances will probably have 

increased the capacity factor by 2030, the value of 25 percent seems a valid choice. 

All these values are for onshore wind. Offshore wind is expected to have higher returns. At the 

European level, EWEA assumes that capacity factors will reach offshore levels of 44,6 percent by 

2020 (and that onshore capacity factors will reach 29,6 percent). (EWEA, 2008b) Boccard finds  
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capacity factors of over 40 percent for offshore wind to be a leap of faith; we will use this 40 percent 

boundary value.12 

Generating the Solar power Dataset 

For the production of solar power, we also have a seasonal and a diurnal pattern. The season with 

the highest output tends to be the summer. The lowest output is generated in winter, caused, among 

others, because there are less sunshine hours. (Djurdjevic, 2011)The diurnal pattern consists of low 

generation in mornings and evening, no generation at night (for obvious reasons) and high 

generation around noon. Again there is a difference between winter and summer, as generation in 

summer will start at an earlier time and last longer that in winter. (Wärtsilä, 2012)13 

 

The tables below give the average capacity factor of solar power for every month of the year, 

allowing us to determine the seasonal effects on solar power (Table 6) and the diurnal effect in both 

summer and winter (Table 7). In table 7, the output is expressed in Watt/m² instead of as a capacity 

factor. We will find the capacity factor for every timeslot in the dataset by comparing these output 

values to the average output (for the relevant month). 

Jan Feb Mrt Apr Mei Jun Jul Aug Sep Okt Nov Dec 

10 15 20 22 25 25 25 22 20 15 10 10 
Table 6 Average Monthly Capacity Factor - Solar Power 

 

 

 
1:00 2:00 3:00 4:00 5:00 6:00 7:00 8:00 9:00 10:00 11:00 12:00 

Winter 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 20 30 50 60 

Summer 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 30 70 90 110 120 

             

 
13:00 14:00 15:00 16:00 17:00 18:00 19:00 20:00 21:00 22:00 23:00 24:00 

Winter 60 55 40 20 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Summer 110 100 80 40 30 20 10 0 0 0 0 0 
Table 7 Average Output of Solar Power in Watt/m² (Ganguli & Singh, 2010) 

 

Solar PV capacity factors are assumed to be normally around their base values, with a standard 

deviation of 10 percent, when the mean capacity factor is 25 percent. This study deals with capacity 

factors of U.S. PV installations. Capacity factors in Europe are lower, with an average of 25 percent in 

summer, but only 10 percent in winter. (Ganguli & Singh, 2010)14 

                                                           
12

 The EWEA paper had a 2020 deadline (EWEA, 2008b), but Boccard does not give a deadline. (Boccard, 2008) 
It could be expected that the values used in this paper also have the 2020 deadline in mind, making them more 
conservative for a 2030 deadline. 
 
14

 This paper deals with solar production in Patiala (India), but the characteristics described correspond with 
those outlined for solar power in Europe. (Bacher, 2008) 
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We will use this value to indicate the interday variance and use the same value for hourly variations 

we used for wind generation; +/-5 percent. 

 

Generation Mix 
EWEA  provides us with a scenario where 50 percent of yearly energy consumption can be met by 

renewables. The share of wind energy in this scenario would be 30 percent. (EWEA, 2011) EWEA  also 

anticipates a 40 percent share of offshore wind in total wind consumption. (EWEA, 2008c) We will 

use these numbers in our generation mix and obtain an onshore wind penetration of 18 percent and 

an offshore wind penetration of 12 percent. The Solar European Industry Initiative has made some 

prediction with respects to solar energy penetration in 2020. (SOLAR EUROPEAN INDUSTRY 

INITIATIVE, 2011) Because they also presented expected generation data in absolute numbers for 

2030, we were able to find a penetration for solar energy for 2030. This penetration was 17 percent 

of demand. The impact of adding intermittent renewable energy can be quantified by considering it a 

source of demand reduction. Within this methodology, conventional generators will need to meet 

the residual load made up of the normal demand minus the electricity produced by variable 

generation. The effect of integrating a large amount of wind and solar energy will differ depending 

on the overall generation mix15.   

This means that the generation mix for the non-intermittent generation also needs to be 

determined. A paper of Siemens, focused on Germany (Balling, 2010) has share of renewable 

generation that is similar to the one found above. The remainder of generation is divided between 

nuclear generation, fossil fuel generation and hydro. Fossil fuel generation accounts for 75 percent of 

all non-renewable generation. 20 percent of non-renewable generation is gas, 5 percent is oil and 50 

percent is coal. The other 25 percent are made up of 15 percent nuclear power and 10 percent 

hydro.  In this scenario, the penetration of nuclear energy is the main energy source that is displaced 

by renewable energy. It might be interesting to note that these predictions were made before the 

Fukushima incident and the subsequent plans of the German government to reduce nuclear power.  

This generation mix is realistic for both West- and Central Europe but not for the Nordpool area, 

where it is unlikely that solar energy can make a significant contribution to energy generation. For 

this area we look to an alternative paper (Szabó, et al., 2008) to find a generation mix in 2030.  

 The scenario with the highest amount of renewable energy for the Nordpool area had the 

generation mix presented in the table below (expressed as a percentage of energy demand met by 

the respective sources on an annual basis).   

                                                           
15

 This generation mix does not directly depend on the current generation capabilities in Europe, it is not a 
roadmap. Indirectly, the current generation mix will influence the assumed future generation mix through the 
sources used. 
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Western 

Europe 

Central 

Europe 
Nordpool 

Offshore Wind 12 12 12 

Onshore Wind 18 18 18 

Solar 17 17 0 

Nuclear Energy 7,95 7,95 7,5 

Gas 10,6 10,6 10 

Oil 2,65 2,65 2,5 

Coal16 26,5 26,5 16 

Hydro17 5,3 5,3 34 

Total 100 100 100 

Table 8 Generation Mix used 

 

These scenarios  give us a penetration of wind and solar energy of 47 percent in Western Europe and 

Central Europe. Taking into account that coal and biomass are usually co-fired, and to some degree 

interchangeable, the 50 percent renewable generation objective set by EWEA will probably be met in 

these areas. (Tillman, et al., 2009) (Blakeslee, 2009) (EWEA, 2011) 

Results of Generation Mix 
It is possible to derive some information by combining the load and the intermittent generation in a 

graph. By following the steps outlined in the sections above we found a capacity factor for each 

intermittent technology (onshore wind, offshore wind and solar) for each hour of the month. This 

was repeated for each of the three geographical areas and for each of the two seasons (summer and 

winter). These capacity factors were used to find the hourly generation for each of the three 

technologies.  

First the installed capacity was obtained by multiplying the capacity factor was multiplied with the 

average hourly load (on an yearly basis)and the percentage of demand that was met by the relevant 

technology (as indicated in table 8). This figure was than divided by the load factor we assigned to 

the technology.  This way we obtained the installed capacity.  To obtain amount of energy that is 

actually generated we need to multiply the installed capacity with the load factor of the generation 

technology. This way we get the amount that a technology contributes to load. 

                                                           
16 Coal and biomass were initially separate in the paper, with coal as one percent of installed capacity and 
biomass as 15 percent. (Szabó, et al., 2008) These two categories were added together to provide a better 
comparison with the other two geographic areas. 
17 Hydroelectric power does not count toward the Nordpool RES-penetration in the paper by Szabó, but it is 
classified as a renewable resource by Rombauts and D’haeseleer. (Szabó, et al., 2008) (Rombauts & 
D'haeseleer, 2009) The latter classification seems more sensible, but has this classification has no effect within 
the scope of this thesis, since hydroelectric power is not an intermittent source of generation. 
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In the graphs below, we identify the intermittent generation as the sum of offshore wind, onshore 

wind, and solar generation as found by the method outlined above. Non-intermittent generation is 

the sum of all the other generation technologies and is equal to the load minus the intermittent 

generation (since all generation is either intermittent or non-intermittent). 

 

Figure 15 Load, Intermittent and Non-Intermittent Generation (MW) on Weekends in Central Europe (January) 

 

Figure 16  Load, Intermittent and Non-Intermittent Generation (MW) on Weekdays in Central Europe (January) 

 

Figure 17   Load, Intermittent and Non-Intermittent Generation (MW) on Weekends in Central Europe (July) 
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Figure 18  Load, Intermittent and Non-Intermittent Generation (MW) on Weekdays in Central Europe (July) 

 

Figure 19  Load, Intermittent and Non-Intermittent Generation (MW) on Weekends in Western Europe (January) 

 

Figure 20  Load, Intermittent and Non-Intermittent Generation (MW) on Weekdays in Western Europe (January) 

 

Figure 21  Load, Intermittent and Non-Intermittent Generation (MW) on Weekends in Western Europe (July) 
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Figure 22  Load, Intermittent and Non-Intermittent Generation (MW) on Weekdays in Western Europe (July)

 
Figure 23 Load, Intermittent and Non-Intermittent Generation (MW) on Weekends in the Nordpool area (January) 

 
Figure 24 Load, Intermittent and Non-Intermittent Generation (MW) on Weekdays in the Nordpool area  (January) 

 

Figure 25  Load, Intermittent and Non-Intermittent Generation (MW) on Weekends in the Nordpool area (July) 
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Figure 26  Load, Intermittent and Non-Intermittent Generation (MW) on Weekdays in the Nordpool area (July) 

 

From these graphs it becomes clear that demand during the week is higher than during the weekend. 

This is true for all geographical areas and all time periods considered. This is caused mainly by higher 

demand during peak hours. Differences in demand during the night are much smaller. 

Another difference between load in the weekend and load in the week is the structure of the 

demand. In the week, demand rises faster in the morning, which is shown on the graphs by a steeper 

curve. Peak demand is more stable during the week, a lot more variation in the load is visible during 

the weekend. Both these effects are stronger in January than in July. The cause for this might lie in 

the fact that most of Europe has summer holidays in July. 

A final difference that becomes visible is that demand in winter is significantly higher than in 

summer.  

  

Demand Summer 

(MWh) 

Demand Winter 

(MWh) 

Demand 

Summer/Demand 

winter 

Western Europe 6446805 8423131 76,5% 

Central Europe 1779839 2127126 83,7% 

Nordpool 1841930 2928614 62,9% 

Table 9 Winter Electricity Demand compared to Summer Load 

 

This is true for all geographic areas, as can be seen in the table above. A possible explanation lies 

again with the fact that July is a month where most of Europe enjoys summer holidays, but the fact 

that the difference is largest in Scandinavia can also indicate that it has to do with higher energy 

needs for heating. 

Looking at the graphs, it also becomes possible to draw some conclusions about intermittent 

generation.  
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The first conclusion is that amount of intermittent generation (for the assumed generation mix) is 

higher in winter. This can be seen in the table below. 

   Summer (MWh) Winter (MWh) Summer/Winter 

Western Europe 27223747 34907894 77,99% 

Central Europe 7726085 8423657 91,72% 

Nordpool 7553613 12019308 62,85% 

Table 10 Intermittent Generation in Winter compared to Intermittent generation in Summer 

 

The cause for this difference lies entirely with the seasonal differences for the capacity factors of 

wind energy. These capacity factors are significantly higher in winter (see table 4).The capacity 

factors of solar power on the other hand are lower in winter than in summer, but it is clear that this 

effect does not dominate for the given generation mix. 

The intermittent energy in the Central and Western European area shows an obvious increase in 

intermittent generation starting in mornings and lasting until the evening. This increase starts earlier 

and lasts longer in the summer.  This increase can be attributed to the presence of solar energy, but 

this is not a sufficient explanation. There is no solar energy present in the generation mix in the 

Nordpool area, but we can still see a similar pattern (though less pronounced) in the summer. This 

pattern is caused by seasonal effects. In the graphs below we can see that this effect is also present 

in the Central and Western European regions. Only graphs for the non-weekend days are given. The 

reason for this is that in the model, as in real life, intermittent generation will not have different 

yields on weekend and non-weekend days. Since there are more non-weekend days than weekend 

days in a month, these averages will be composed of more values and therefore less likely to be 

heavily influenced by outliers.  

 

Figure 27 Intermittent Generation (MW) in Western Europe (July) 
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Figure 28 Intermittent Generation (MW) in Central Europe (July) 

 

 
Figure 29 Intermittent Generation (MW) in Western Europe (January) 

 

 
Figure 30 Intermittent Generation (MW) in Central Europe (January) 
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power on the non-intermittent generation is also easily identifiable as the drop in non-intermittent 

generation from morning to evening. 

Load Shifting 
In the section on demand response (supra p31), the concepts needed for load shifting are explained. 

In this section, the total demand for energy in a single day will not change. This means that demand 

is only shifted within one day, and that no demand is cut or added to the total daily demand.  

Load shifting cannot happen for an unlimited amount, a maximum feasible amount has to be set. In 

the section on demand response, an indication of such a maximum was given. The amount of load 

shifted (as a percentage of peak load) amounts to 16 percent for an Olympic Peninsular pilot. 

(BATELLE ENERGY TECHNOLOGY, 2009) Other sources have similar values, though there are large 

differences. Borenstein obtains an estimate of 24,5 percent of peak demand. (Borenstein, 2005) 

Holland and Mansur  finds the much lower value of 3,91 percent. (Holland & Mansur, 2007) Spees  

finds a value of 10,41 percent of peak load with highly inelastic demand (E=-0,1). (Spees, 2008) 

Taking this into account, a maximum reduction of peak demand by 15 percent seems justifiable.  

The aim of using load shifting (as explained in the section on demand response) is to lower the cost 

of the energy used. In a system without significant penetration of intermittent renewables, this 

means that load will be shifted from time with the highest total load, also known as peak hours, to 

moments where the total load is lower.  

In a system with a sizeable penetration of intermittent renewables this is not necessarily the case. 

Because the marginal cost of both solar power and wind power is zero, the aim should no longer be 

to shift load away from the moment with the highest total load, but to shift load away from the 

moment where non-intermittent generation is at its higher. This non-intermittent generation can 

also be called ‘net load’.  

In the following graphs, peak load is defined as all timeslots where the net load exceeds the cutoff 

value. This cutoff value is defined as the highest hourly net load minus 15 percent of the total load. 

 

                                                                 

 

This equation makes it clear that the size of possible load shifts does not change,  when compared to 

systems without sizeable intermittent penetration, and is still determined by the total load. It is 

however possible that the peak hours of total load are not equal to the peak hours of net load. 

Non-peak hours are defined as those hours where the net load is lower than minimum load cutoff 

value. This value is equal to the minimum net load during the first seven hours of the day. This period 

was chosen for two reasons. First, it incorporates the hour with the lowest total load of the whole 
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day. Secondly, during these hours, there is no solar activity, which is an important cause for 

differences in shape between the total load curve and the net load curve.  If this point in the morning 

is the daily minimum, instead of just a local minimum, another minimum needs to be selected. In this 

case, the minimum load cutoff value is equal to the highest value during the five hours centered 

around noon, when a second drop in conventional generation takes place. For Central Europe and 

Western Europe, who have a high penetration of solar energy, the daily minimum can be found 

during those hours, so the minimum load is defined by the minimum load during the first seven 

hours of the day. In the Nordpool area, the daily minimum is found during the first seven hours of 

the day, so the cutoff value is found around noon. 

 

                                                                              

                                                                       

 

In the following graphs, there are four curves present: the total and net load without load shifting 

and the total and net load with shifting. The latter two curves were obtained by cutting of the net 

load at the peak load cutoff value and distributing all the generation that has been cut equally among 

the hours below the minimum load cutoff value. This redistribution is done in equal parts because we 

make the assumption that not all load shifting mechanism can shift demand for the same amount of 

time, making it unlikely that all generation would be shifted to the point with the lowest net load of 

the day. 

 

Figure 31 Western Europe (January) : Total and Net Load before and after Load Shifting 

 

Figure 32 Western Europe (July) : Total and Net Load before and after Load Shifting 
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Figure 33 Central Europe (January) : Total and Net Load before and after Load Shifting 

 

Figure 34 Central Europe (July) : Total and Net Load before and after Load Shifting 

 

Figure 35 Nordpool Area (January) : Total and Net Load before and after Load Shifting 
 

 
Figure 36 Nordpool Area (July) : Total and Net Load before and after Load Shifting  
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Using load balancing succeeds in reducing the peaks in non-intermittent generation.  The amount on 

non-intermittent generation in the middle of the day rises in Central and Western Europe.  This 

effect is strongest in July, when solar power accounts for a bigger share of energy supply. With the 

current assumptions, it is not possible to completely eliminate the drop in conventional generation 

caused by solar energy during the summertime, though the absolute value of conventional 

generation does rise significantly. This drop is smoothed out pretty well during the winter. Load 

shifting base on the net load  does not necessarily cause a smoother total load curve. In Western and 

Central Europe, the peak total load becomes higher and more concentrated around noon.  

In the Nordpool area, the drops in net load are less steep, which means that the 15 percent of load 

shifting can provide a smoother curve. This can clearly be seen in the graphs above, where almost all 

variability of the net load is eliminated during the summer, and only a small drop during the first 

seven hours is seen during the winter. 

We will look what the effect of this is when looking at the feasibility of the generation mix and at the 

needed contingency reserves.  

Feasibility of the generation Mix 
The scope of this thesis is to evaluate whether a generation mix with a high penetration of 

intermittent renewables is possible. A first point that needs to be checked is whether the current 

generation mix is able to cover the average total demand at every point in time. To check this, 

average intermittent generation (onshore wind, offshore wind and solar power) and the maximum 

non-intermittent generation are subtracted from the total load. 

To determine the maximum available amount of generation, the load factors for different 

technologies are needed. Research has been done by the University of Ghent to determine which 

load factors can be expected in 2030. Two different scenarios are examined, one where load factors 

are expected to be similar to those today, and one where load factors are lower, to accommodate an 

increased penetration of renewable energy.  This is concept is called generation redundancy. It is an 

effective way of improving system reliability, by providing generation capacity above the capacity 

needed to cover maximum load demand.  This spare capacity is effectively a reserve of generation 

that can help keep the risk of power shortage at acceptable levels. 

The results of this research can be seen in the table below, the complete table is added in appendix 

3.  
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 2012 

LF (%) 

2030 

LF (%) 

2030 

Reduced LF (%) 

Biomass 80 80 70 

Cofiring (Sim) 80 80 70 

Coal 80 80 60 

Gas 70 70 50 

Nuclear 
85 85 65 

Table 11 Load factor per generation technology: assumptions (2012-2030) per technology (Ghent University, FEB, 2012) 

 

Not all generation technologies used (see Table 8) are present in this table. Both oil-fired plants and 

hydro-electric plants are absent. Oil-fired plants usually are peak load plants. (AREA, 2008)Since gas-

fired plants perform the same function, we will assume that load factors are the same for both 

technologies.  

There are potentially very large differences in hydroelectric power load factors. These differences 

depend on: 

 whether hydropower is intermittent (run-of-the-river plants or tidal power stations) or not 

(conventional hydro power, as described in the section on pumped storage) 

 The size of the plant in comparison to the river  

 the function that the plant performs: baseload plant or peak load plant. 

 Seasonal effects: Load factors are higher in winter than in summer  

 

 For this model, it is assumed that the vast majority of hydroelectric power is provided by 

conventional hydro power (dams) and that these plants provide mainly baseload power. The average 

load factor is set at 40 percent, but a distinction is made between summer and winter. In the 

summer, the load factor is set at 20 percent, and in winter, it is set at 60 percent. (Oswald 

Consultancy Ltd, 2008) Because hydroelectric power has marginal cost that is close to zero, we 

assume that it is always running close to its maximum load factor, while the other generation 

technologies in the table below can cycle up to 100 percent to provide extra power. 
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Table 12 Load Factors of different generation technologies 

 

Now that both the load factors and the share of the respective technologies in the total load are 

known, the maximum net load can be determined. Below these net loads can be found for each 

geographic area in both the high load factor and the low load factor scenario. The most important 

remark can be made about the Nordpool scenario, where the differences between summer and 

winter are much larger than in the other two scenarios, because of the high share of hydro power. 

 

  Low Load Factors High Load Factors 

  Winter Summer Winter Summer 

Nuclear 27526 27526 35996 35996 

Oil 11142 11142 15598 15598 

Gas 44566 44566 62393 62393 

Hydro 23397 7799 23397 7799 

Coal 97489 97489 129985 129985 

Total 204121 188523 267370 251772 

Table 13 Maximum Non-Intermittent Generation (Hourly Generation in MW) - Western Europe 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

  2012 2030 2030 

LF (%) LF (%) Reduced 

LF (%) 

Nuclear 85 85 65 

Oil 80 80 70 

Coal 80 80 60 

Gas 70 70 50 

Hydro 

(Summer) 
20 20 20 

Hydro 

(Winter) 60 60 60 
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  High Load Factors Low Load Factors 

  Winter Summer Winter Summer 

Nuclear 10465 10465 13685 13685 

Oil 4236 4236 5930 5930 

Gas 16943 16943 23720 23720 

Hydro 60486 20162 60486 20162 

Coal 23720 23720 31627 31627 

Total 115850 75526 135448 95124 

Table 14 Maximum Non Intermittent Generation (Hourly Generation in MW) - Nordpool Area 

 

  Low Load Factors High Load Factors 

  Winter Summer Winter Summer 

Nuclear 7243 7243 9472 9472 

Oil 2932 2932 4104 4104 

Gas 11727 11727 16418 16418 

Hydro 6157 2052 6157 2052 

Coal 25652 25652 34203 34203 

Total 53711 49606 70353 66249 

Table 15 Maximum Non-Intermittent Generation (Hourly Generation in MW) - Central Europe 

 

The tables below show the extra storage or generation capacity needed to meet the average demand 

during all hours of the day. Capacity is expressed in MWh and as a percentage of average daily load. 

The sum of these capacities of a single day gives us the size of the reserve needed to provide the 

energy needed to meet all the load of the day. The maximum gives the amount of capacity required 

in the hour where the difference between the total demand and the maximum supply is highest. This 

is the amount of non-intermittent generation that needs to be added to meet all the load of the day. 

    Sum Maximum 

High Load Factor Without Load Shifting 656928 88147 

    8,84% 1,19% 

  With Load Shifting 509806 31640 

    6,86% 0,43% 

Low Load Factor Without Load Shifting 51409 24898 

    0,69% 0,33% 

  With Load Shifting 0 0 

    0,00% 0,00% 

Table 16 Needed capacity (MWh and %) to make generation mix feasible :January - Western Europe 
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    Sum Maximum 

High Load Factor Without Load Shifting 245703 44573 

    3,30% 0,60% 

  With Load Shifting 54687 8995 

    0,74% 0,12% 

Low Load Factor Without Load Shifting 0 0 

    0,00% 0,00% 

  With Load Shifting 0 0 

    0,00% 0,00% 

Table 17 Needed capacity (MWh and %) to make generation mix feasible :July – Western Europe 

 

    Sum Maximum 

High Load Factor Without Load Shifting 213505 25681 

    10,91% 1,31% 

  With Load Shifting 172616 10549 

    8,82% 0,54% 

Low Load Factor Without Load Shifting 33907 9038 

    1,73% 0,46% 

  With Load Shifting 0 0 

    0,00% 0,00% 

Table 18 Needed capacity (MWh and %) to make generation mix feasible :January- Central Europe 

 

    Sum Maximum 

High Load Factor Without Load Shifting 91810 15902 

    4,69% 0,81% 

  With Load Shifting 42853 4381 

    2,19% 0,22% 

Low Load Factor Without Load Shifting 0 0 

    0,00% 0,00% 

  With Load Shifting 0 0 

    0,00% 0,00% 

Table 19 Needed capacity (MWh and %) to make generation mix feasible : July - Central Europe 
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    Sum Maximum 

High Load Factor Without Load Shifting 0 0 

    0,00% 0,00% 

  With Load Shifting 0 0 

    0,00% 0,00% 

Low Load Factor Without Load Shifting 0 0 

    0,00% 0,00% 

  With Load Shifting 0 0 

    0,00% 0,00% 

 

Table 20 Needed capacity (MWh and %) to make generation mix feasible : January – Nordpool 

    Sum Maximum 

High Load Factor Without Load Shifting 0 0 

    0,00% 0,00% 

  With Load Shifting 0 0 

    0,00% 0,00% 

Low Load Factor Without Load Shifting 0 0 

    0,00% 0,00% 

  With Load Shifting 0 0 

    0,00% 0,00% 

Table 21 Needed capacity (MWh and %) to make generation mix feasible :  July –Nordpool 

 

The needed reserves (or extra units of generation) are larger in winter, which can be explained by the 

higher load in that season. As expected, the additional reserves needed are smaller in a low load 

factor scenario than in a high load factor scenario. Load balancing also turns out to be an effective 

way to reduce the amount of extra reserves required. 

The scenario with load balancing and low load factors does not need additional reserves. 
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    Sum Maximum 

High Load Factor Without Load Shifting 548186 97301 

    4,66% 0,83% 

  With Load Shifting 230665 16452 

    1,96% 0,14% 

Low Load Factor Without Load Shifting 0 0 

    0,00% 0,00% 

  With Load Shifting 0 0 

    0,00% 0,00% 

Table 22 Needed capacity (MWh and %) to make generation mix feasible : Geographic aggregation – January 

 

    Sum Maximum 

High Load Factor Without Load Shifting 167020 44517 

    1,42% 0,38% 

  With Load Shifting 0 0 

    0,00% 0,00% 

Low Load Factor Without Load Shifting 0 0 

    0,00% 0,00% 

  With Load Shifting 0 0 

    0,00% 0,00% 

Table 23 Needed capacity (MWh and %) to make generation mix feasible :  Geographic aggregation – July 

 

The two tables above show that if the three geographic areas are aggregated, supply of energy 

comes closer to demand. In July the generation mix is able to meet the load requirements without 

needing extra generation or storage. If the three areas are considered separately, this is only the case 

in the Nordpool area. Geographic aggregation has eliminated the need for extra storage in Central 

Europe and Western Europe in a High load factor scenario with load shifting. 

In January, the need for storage is also greatly reduced. This is evident through the fact that the 

storage needed in the high load factor scenario with load shifting is larger in Western Europe, when 

it is considered an autonomous region, than for the whole of Europe, with the three areas 

aggregated. The same is true for the high load scenario without load shifting. 

 

Finally, it is possible to compare the cost of adding storage to the cost of adding generation. Because 

the cost of adding storage and the costs of adding units of generation is assumed to be equal in all 

scenarios and in all geographical areas, it is only necessary to look at one scenario. Two situations 
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from the winter scenario in Western Europe are selected. These situations are the situation with high 

conventional load factors and without load shifting and the situation with low conventional load 

factors and without load shifting. The only storage technology considered will be NaS storage. The 

reason for this is that within the category of energy management, pumped hydro storage and CAES, 

although cheaper, only have a limited amount of suitable locations. Of all the other available 

technologies, NaS is the most mature and one of the cheapest. 

The cost of NaS storage is determined by looking at the largest NAS installation in Japan18. This is a 

34MW, 245MWh unit for wind stabilization, situated in Rokkasho. (Anthony, 2012) The cost of this 

plant was approximately $750 million. Based on a 8 year lifetime for the battery this means that the 

cost per MWh is approximately €3000.  

For the costs of conventional generation technologies, data from Ghent University is used. 

 

Technology Lifespan Investment 

2012 (€/kW) 

Investment/year 

(€/kW)  

(Years) 

  

BIOMASS 25 2100 84 

COFIRING 

30 2300 77 (Sim) 

COAL 35 1700 49 

GAS 30 900 30 

NUCLEAR 50 5700 114 
Table 24 Costs and Lifespans of Conventional Generation Techniques 

 

  MWh   MW 

Storage Techn. 656928 Generation Techn. 88147 

NaS € 246.348.000 BIOMASS € 7.404.348 

  
 

COAL € 4.281.426 

  
 

GAS € 2.644.410 

    NUCLEAR € 10.048.758 
Table 25 Cost of Storage when compared to generation: January, Western Europe - High Conventional load Factors, no 
load shifting 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
18

 As mentioned before, costs of storage technologies will vary for each facility. 
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  MWh   MW 

Storage Techn. 51409 Generation Techn. 24898 

NaS € 19.278.375 BIOMASS € 2.091.432 

  
 

COAL € 1.209.331 

  
 

GAS € 746.940 

    NUCLEAR € 2.838.372 
Table 26 Cost of Storage when compared to generation: January, Western Europe - Low Conventional load Factors, no 
load shifting 

 

In both situations the cost to make the generation mix feasible is much higher when using storage, 

thought it is markedly smaller in the situation with low conventional load factors. The reason for this 

is that the size of the storage is smaller compared to the size of generation needed to ensure the 

feasibility of the generation mix. 

Contingency Reserves 
 

Reserve requirements are usually defined using deterministic criteria. Examples of these criteria are 

‘peak load percentage’ and ‘loss of largest unit’. These criteria have the advantage of being 

straightforward and easy to determine but there are also some downsides. A supply shortage is not 

consistently defined, economic criteria are not explicitly addressed and the worth of added reliability 

provided by capacity reserves is not captured. (Prada, 1999) 

In a power system without a significant penetration of intermittent energy, contingency reserves are 

set based on the largest plant or transmission line, so that the power system can still operate if this 

plant or this transmission line fails. (Hadley, et al., 2003) 

When looking at contingency reserves in a system with a high penetration of renewable energy, this 

is no longer possible, since individual wind turbines or solar power plants are relatively small and 

because they are to a large extent correlated. Another problem with determining contingency 

reserves for generation mixes with a high penetration of intermittent energy is the fact that wind 

does not change its output fast enough to be considered a contingency event. This means that wind 

penetration will not affect the largest contingency to be considered. Wind might affect the required 

amount of regulating (secondary) reserves, but not necessarily in a significant way. Fast response 

reserves (frequency response and regulating reserves) should be ready to respond to quick 

fluctuations in solar or wind production. These reserves are already in place to cope with load 

fluctuations and emergencies, so this will not have a large impact. 

The critical issue with wind generation is the capability to follow steep long ramps if wind forecast 

errors are large enough and slow units cannot follow. (Pérez-Arriaga & Batlle, 2012) Ramping is 

different from load following since it deals with changes in variable generation over a longer time 

frame (hourly instead of minute by minute fluctuations).  
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Increasing the size of the wind fleet will increase the size of potential large ramping events, but will 

not increase ramp rate as dramatically. Power system must be capable of responding to the loss of 

wind, but resources don’t need to be spinning. Fast –start resources would be enough. (Vadari & 

Davis, 2009) 

Ramping will not be the main focus of this section. This can be justified because of the characteristics 

of predictions. Earlier it was mentioned that the forecast errors for wind were relatively small in the 

short term (the next couple of hours). 

Conventional power plants are able to cycle up to their maximum capacity in this timeframe if they 

are already running. If these plants are not already running, startups take longer, depending on how 

long the generator has been off-line (hot, warm or cold start), but prediction errors would need to be 

significant for this situation to arise unscheduled. (Balling, 2010) (Gostling, 2002) (Hesler, 2011) 

 

Because the usual way to calculate contingency reserves is not suited for systems with a high 

penetration of intermittent generation, an alternative approach will be used. We will not only look at 

what happens when a unit of generation or a transmission line malfunctions, but also what happens 

when wind power or solar power are absent. 

To model this contingency event, we will use the standard deviation. In the table below we can find 

the standard deviation and the mean of the capacity factor for every geographic area in summer and 

in winter. 

 

  Onshore Wind STD Dev Mean   Offshore wind STD Dev Mean 

Summer Central Europe 10,62052697 12,41312   Central Europe 11,25092 17,60892 

  Western Europe 12,54137196 13,78975   Western Europe 13,44862 16,95939 

  Nordpool Area 12,77210507 12,31033   Nordpool Area 12,81032 19,37419 

  One Area 8,833059682 14,43481   One Area 10,63728 18,21746 

Winter Central Europe 22,94655516 27,54994   Central Europe 20,78764 43,76283 

  Western Europe 21,39208414 31,27514   Western Europe 24,49124 48,23457 

  Nordpool Area 22,13637907 27,09482   Nordpool Area 21,93638 38,97033 

  One Area 16,20416975 29,13483   One Area 16,69396 44,27944 

Table 27 Standard deviations and means for wind capacity factors 

 

There are two widely used measures for contingency scenarios. In the first, generation is equal to the 

mean generation minus two times the standard deviation (or in this case the mean capacity factor 

minus two times the standard deviation). In the other,  generation is equal to the mean generation 
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minus three times the standard deviation (or in this case the mean capacity factor minus three times 

the standard deviation). 

In the table we can see that, based on this dataset , there is no difference between these two 

scenario; to examine contingency reserves, wind energy needs to be set to zero. If the three 

geographic areas are aggregated for balancing purposes, there is less variability within the 

generation (the standard deviation is lower), but both contingency scenarios still require  that wind 

generation is set to zero.  

For this section we assume that the size of contingency reserves needs to be equal to the difference 

between the load and the maximum available amount of generation.  

 

Based on the maximum non-intermittent generation provided in the tables above, and the 

generation for solar power, onshore wind and offshore wind, that can be determined using capacity 

factors and the share of the technology in the total energy consumption, the tables below can be 

generated. In these tables the difference between the total load and the available generation is given 

as a percentage of the total load. 

Five different generation scenarios are evaluated: 

 There is no generation from onshore wind, offshore wind or solar power 

 There is no generation from onshore wind or offshore wind 

 There is no generation from offshore wind  

 There is no generation from onshore wind 

 There is no generation from onshore solar power 

Each of these five generation scenarios is evaluated both for a scenario without load shifting and a 

scenario with load shifting (as determined in the previous section). Both a high load factor as a low 

load factor for the non-intermittent technologies is evaluated (as indicated in table XX). 
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No generation from 

Onshore wind, 

Offshore wind or Solar 

Power 

No generation 

from Onshore 

wind or Offshore 

wind 

No generation 

from Offshore 

wind 

No generation 

from Onshore 

wind 

No 

generation 

from Solar 

Need for Cont. Reserves 

(High load factor) in % of 

Total Daily Load 5,34% 5,34% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 

Need for Cont. Reserves 

(Low load factor) in % of 

Total Daily Load 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 

Need for Cont. Reserves 

(High load factor) After 

Load Shifting (in % of Total 

Daily Load) 4,93% 4,93% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 

Need for Cont. Reserves 

(Low load factor) After 

Load Shifting (in % of Total 

Daily Load) 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 

Table 28 Need for Contingency Reserves Nordpool Area – July 

 

 

No generation from 

Onshore wind, 

Offshore wind or Solar 

Power 

No generation 

from Onshore 

wind or Offshore 

wind 

No generation 

from Offshore 

wind 

No generation 

from Onshore 

wind 

No 

generation 

from Solar 

Need for Cont. Reserves (High 

load factor) in % of Total Daily 

Load 7,35% 7,35% 0,00% 0,30% 0,00% 

Need for Cont. Reserves (Low 

load factor) in % of Total Daily 

Load 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 

Need for Cont. Reserves (High 

load factor) After Load Shifting 

(in % of Total Daily Load) 8,52% 8,52% 0,00% 0,21% 0,00% 

Need for Cont. Reserves (Low 

load factor) After Load Shifting 

(in % of Total Daily Load) 0,04% 0,04% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 

Table 29 Need for Contingency Reserves Nordpool Area – January 
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No generation from 

Onshore wind, 

Offshore wind or Solar 

Power 

No generation 

from Onshore 

wind or Offshore 

wind 

No generation 

from Offshore 

wind 

No generation 

from Onshore 

wind 

No 

generation 

from Solar 

Need for Cont. Reserves (High 

load factor) in % of Total Daily 

Load 25,85% 14,85% 6,13% 9,87% 10,23% 

Need for Cont. Reserves (Low 

load factor) in % of Total Daily 

Load 8,35% 1,73% 0,00% 0,23% 0,02% 

Need for Cont. Reserves (High 

load factor) After Load Shifting 

(in % of Total Daily Load) 25,85% 14,85% 4,22% 9,31% 10,23% 

Need for Cont. Reserves (Low 

load factor) After Load Shifting 

(in % of Total Daily Load) 9,59% 0,36% 0,00% 0,00% 2,01% 

Table 30 Need for Contingency Reserves Western Europe – July 

 

 

No generation from 

Onshore wind, 

Offshore wind or Solar 

Power 

No generation 

from Onshore 

wind or Offshore 

wind 

No generation 

from Offshore 

wind 

No generation 

from Onshore 

wind 

No 

generation 

from Solar 

Need for Cont. Reserves (High 

load factor) in % of Total Daily 

Load 47,40% 42,67% 21,54% 27,86% 13,28% 

Need for Cont. Reserves (Low 

load factor) in % of Total Daily 

Load 26,98% 22,25% 5,16% 8,95% 0,70% 

Need for Cont. Reserves (High 

load factor) After Load Shifting 

(in % of Total Daily Load) 47,40% 42,67% 21,54% 27,86% 11,59% 

Need for Cont. Reserves (Low 

load factor) After Load Shifting 

(in % of Total Daily Load) 26,98% 22,25% 2,08% 7,45% 0,82% 

Table 31 Need for Contingency Reserves Western Europe – January 
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No generation from 

Onshore wind, 

Offshore wind or Solar 

Power 

No generation 

from Onshore 

wind or Offshore 

wind 

No generation 

from Offshore 

wind 

No generation 

from Onshore 

wind 

No 

generation 

from Solar 

Need for Cont. Reserves (High 

load factor) in % of Total Daily 

Load 31,51% 14,88% 6,30% 9,88% 11,45% 

Need for Cont. Reserves (Low 

load factor) in % of Total Daily 

Load 10,32% 1,84% 0,00% 0,41% 0,00% 

Need for Cont. Reserves (High 

load factor) After Load Shifting 

(in % of Total Daily Load) 31,51% 12,67% 3,35% 6,96% 11,45% 

Need for Cont. Reserves (Low 

load factor) After Load Shifting 

(in % of Total Daily Load) 11,93% 0,30% 0,00% 0,00% 1,19% 

Table 32 Need for Contingency Reserves Central Europe – July 

 

 

No generation from 

Onshore wind, 

Offshore wind or Solar 

Power 

No generation 

from Onshore 

wind or Offshore 

wind 

No generation 

from Offshore 

wind 

No generation 

from Onshore 

wind 

No 

generation 

from Solar 

Need for Cont. Reserves (High 

load factor) in % of Total Daily 

Load 49,03% 43,33% 25,55% 27,50% 18,13% 

Need for Cont. Reserves (Low 

load factor) in % of Total Daily 

Load 25,77% 20,07% 7,44% 8,33% 2,38% 

Need for Cont. Reserves (High 

load factor) After Load Shifting 

(in % of Total Daily Load) 49,03% 43,33% 25,55% 27,50% 15,80% 

Need for Cont. Reserves (Low 

load factor) After Load Shifting 

(in % of Total Daily Load) 25,66% 19,96% 3,89% 5,28% 1,97% 

Table 33 Need for Contingency Reserves Central Europe – January 

 

From the tables above, it becomes possible to conclude that there are no contingency reserves 

needed in the Nordpool Area, neither in summer nor in winter. The generation mix for the Nordpool 

area has a lower share of intermittent energy because no solar power was included. This means, by 

definition, that there is more non-intermittent energy present. It is however valuable to look at these 
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scenarios, especially because of the presence of hydro power, which is unable to  cycle up. In table 

10, the maximum non-intermittent generation in winter is almost twice as high as the non-

intermittent generation in summer. This makes the fact that there are no reserves needed to cope 

with a complete absence of wind energy during the summer, even in the high load factor scenario, 

remarkable. 

In both Western Europe and Central Europe, the need for contingency reserves is larger in winter 

than in summer. This makes sense, since the total load is higher in winter than in summer. As 

expected, the need for contingency reserves is lower in scenarios with a lower load factor. The effect 

of load shifting on the need for contingency reserves is not clear. In situations where a lot of 

intermittent generation is cut (e.g. all onshore wind, offshore wind and solar generation), load 

shifting has no effect in the high load factor scenario and only a very small effect in the low load 

factor scenario. In scenarios where only a limited amount of renewable generation is cut, the effect 

of load shifting is proportionally larger, but still small and not necessarily positive.  

In the analysis above, contingency reserves were not able to replenish themselves if the maximum 

net load was higher than the total load. If this was possible, the amount of reserves needed might be 

lower. This was examined for one scenario: January in Western Europe. If the maximum net load was 

higher than the total load and this situation followed a discharge of reserves, a recharge of the 

reserves (at 100 percent efficiency) was assumed for the maximum amount possible. In the 

examined scenario, this occurred several times, but effects were very small. An explanation for this is 

the fact that discharge and recharge occurred in cycles, meaning that there were only one or two 

cycles in a day.  

It would seem most logical to base contingency reserves on the worst situation possible: no onshore 

or offshore wind generation and no solar power. In this situation there is no effect when the ability 

to recharge reserves is offered, and there is still no effect if we look at consecutive days with this 

worst case scenario.19 This means that to obtain the contingency reserves for an outage of 

intermittent power for several consecutive days, it is possible to multiply the needed amount of 

contingency reserves for a single day with the number of days of the outage. 

The analysis above assumes that the amount of intermittent generation can be predicted perfectly 

and that non-intermittent generation is started up at the appropriate moment to provide power 

when it is needed. 

                                                           
19

 In some scenarios, the maximum non-intermittent generation is higher than the total load during the first 
hours of the day. This ‘excess’ generation capacity cannot be used to recharge batteries if the non-intermittent 
generation is only absent for one day. If the generation is absent for consecutive days, this generation capacity 
can be used to recharge reserves. 
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No generation from 

Onshore wind, Offshore 

wind or Solar Power 

No generation from 

Onshore wind or 

Offshore wind 

No generation 

from Offshore 

wind 

No generation 

from Onshore 

wind 

No 

generation 

from Solar 

Need for Cont. Reserves (High load 

factor) in % of Total Daily Load 22,54% 12,10% 3,81% 6,49% 5,54% 

Need for Cont. Reserves (Low load 

factor) in % of Total Daily Load 5,25% 0,42% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 

Need for Cont. Reserves (High load 

factor) After Load Shifting (in % of 

Total Daily Load) 22,71% 12,26% 1,72% 5,36% 6,22% 

Need for Cont. Reserves (Low load 

factor) After Load Shifting (in % of 

Total Daily Load) 6,89% 0,01% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 

Table 34 Aggregated Area – July 

 

 

 

No generation from 

Onshore wind, Offshore 

wind or Solar Power 

No generation from 

Onshore wind or 

Offshore wind 

No generation 

from Offshore 

wind 

No generation 

from Onshore 

wind 

No 

generation 

from Solar 

Need for Cont. Reserves (High load 

factor) in % of Total Daily Load 37,36% 33,64% 14,22% 19,21% 7,14% 

Need for Cont. Reserves (Low load 

factor) in % of Total Daily Load 17,82% 14,10% 1,95% 4,02% 0,00% 

Need for Cont. Reserves (High load 

factor) After Load Shifting (in % of 

Total Daily Load) 38,20% 34,48% 14,65% 20,04% 5,56% 

Need for Cont. Reserves (Low load 

factor) After Load Shifting (in % of 

Total Daily Load) 18,42% 14,70% 0,00% 1,71% 0,00% 

Table 35 Aggregated Area – January 

 

When the need for contingency reserves is aggregated, it is possible to see a decline. The need for 

contingency reserves will also decrease in absolute numbers. This corresponds to the data, included 

in Appendix 2. An additional conclusion that can be drawn from aggregating the geographic areas is 

that, for scenarios where conventional generation has high load factors, the difference between 

aggregation and non-aggregation is smaller if more intermittent generation is unavailable. This can 

be explained by considering that when a lot of intermittent generation is unavailable, most of the 

capacity needs to be used to meet supply in the region, leaving less (or none) available to provide 

capacity for the other two regions. 
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Value of Storage 
In the previous two sections, the amount of storage necessary to ensure that  load is met at every 

moment was determined. In this section, the arbitrage value of storage is determined: how much 

money can a unit of storage make, when it buy electricity at low cost and sells it at high costs. 

The price of electricity is assumed to be determined by the marginal cost of electricity. The marginal 

costs used are based on the table below, made at the University  of Ghent. (Ghent University, FEB, 

2012) 

 

 2012 

LF (%) 

2030 

LF (%) 

2030 

Reduced LF 

(%) 

2012 

Fuel Cost 

(€/MWh) 

2030 

Fuel Cost 

(€/MWh) 

2012 CO2 

Price 

(€/MWh)1 

2030 CO2 

Price 

(€/MWh)1 

Biomass 
80 80 70 73 

73-89-145 

(O – S – P) 
0 0 

Cofiring (Sim) 
80 80 70 54 

66-75-103 

(O – S – P) 
11.5 23 

Coal 80 80 60 30 60 23 46 

Gas 70 70 50 50 90 10 20 

Nuclear 
85 85 65 8 8 0 0 

Table 36 Fuel cost and CO2 price assumptions 

 

The marginal cost is assumed to be equal to the cost of fuel plus the cost of CO2 emissions. Not all 

generation technologies feature in this table: oil-fired fossil fuel plants and hydroelectric plants are 

absent. Hydroelectric plants have a zero marginal cost because they don’t require fuel and don’t emit 

CO2. The marginal cost of oil is set at 122 euro/MWh. This cost is based on a cost analysis by the 

international panel on Climate Change (IPCC, 2007), adjusted so that the relative differences 

between the cost of gas-fired plants and oil-fired plants in the analysis are reflected in the marginal 

cost assumptions made in this section. 

The table below gives a list of the marginal costs (in euro/MWh) of the different generation 

technologies used. 
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Technology 

Marginal cost 

(euro/MWh) 

Nuclear 8 

Oil 122 

Gas 110 

Hydro 0 

Coal 106 

Table 37 Marginal cost of different generation technologies 

 

In the section ‘feasibility of the generation mix’ it was shown that not all load could be covered in all 

scenarios without adding extra generation or extra storage. In the tables below, there were no 

assumptions made concerning the technology that would have been used to meet this load or the 

cost that would be associated with involuntary load shedding. The focus lies on the scenarios where 

all information is available, leaving the other parts of the table blank. 

The tables give, again, four scenarios: a high load and a low load scenario, both with and without 

load shifting. For each scenario, the maximum and minimum size of the reserve is given.  . If the 

storage unit can perform more than one charge/discharge cycle per day, these two sizes will be 

different from one another. Maximum reserve is defined as the largest amount of energy that can be 

purchased and resold at a higher price. This means that the storage capacity is used fully only once 

every day and can be partly used several times in the same day.  The minimum size is the size of the 

smallest load of the day. If this load is used to size the reserves, the storage capacity can be used fully 

more than once in a single day. This will increase the yield of the storage. If the amount of storage is 

lower than the minimum size, the yield will stay the same. If the size of the storage is higher than the 

maximum reserve, the yield will drop.  

Sizes (both minimum and maximum) are expressed in MWh and the yield is expressed in Euro/MWh. 

  

 

 

  Max. Size Yield Min. Size Yield 

High Load Without Load Shifting N/A N/A N/A N/A 

 

With Load Shifting N/A N/A N/A N/A 

Low Load Without Load Shifting 14015796 111,69 4026 114 

 

With Load Shifting 9537 103,7 4026 106 

 
Table 38 July- Western Europe 
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Max. 

Size Yield 

Min. 

Size Yield 

High Load Without Load Shifting N/A N/A N/A N/A 

  With Load Shifting 91498 17,22241 39820 24 

Low Load Without Load Shifting 168475 107,64 65534 110,2 

  With Load Shifting 38287 59,4 19616 111,0 

Table 39 Aggregated Geographic Areas: July 

 

 

  

Max. 

Size Yield Min. Size Yield 

High Load Without Load Shifting N/A N/A N/A N/A 

 

With Load Shifting N/A N/A N/A N/A 

Low Load Without Load Shifting 106582 102 106582 102 

 

With Load Shifting 62104 102 62104 102 

Table 40 July- Central Europe 
 

 

    

Max. 

Size Yield Min. Size Yield 

High Load Without Load Shifting 37027 4,65 283 12 

  With Load Shifting 3773 4 3773 4 

Low Load Without Load Shifting N/A N/A N/A N/A 

  With Load Shifting N/A N/A N/A N/A 

Table 41 Nordpool- July 

 

 

    

Max. 

Size Yield Min. Size Yield 

High Load Without Load Shifting N/A N/A N/A N/A 

  With Load Shifting N/A N/A N/A N/A 

Low Load Without Load Shifting N/A N/A N/A N/A 

  With Load Shifting 0 0 0 0 

Table 42 Western  Europe- January 
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Max. 

Size Yield 

Min. 

Size Yield 

High Load Without Load Shifting N/A N/A N/A N/A 

  With Load Shifting N/A N/A N/A N/A 

Low Load Without Load Shifting N/A N/A N/A N/A 

  With Load Shifting 0 0 0 0 

Table 43 Central Europe – January 

 

    

Max. 

Size Yield Min. Size Yield 

High Load Without Load Shifting 52296 4 52296 4 

  With Load Shifting 0 0 0 0 

Low Load Without Load Shifting 0 0 0 0 

  With Load Shifting 0 0 0 0 

Table 44 Nordpool Area – January 

 

 

    

Max. 

Size Yield Min. Size Yield 

High Load Without Load Shifting N/A N/A N/A N/A 

  With Load Shifting N/A N/A N/A N/A 

Low Load Without Load Shifting 310192 5,62 23552 20 

  With Load Shifting 0 0 0 0 

Table 45 Geographic Aggregation – January 
 

 

The conclusions that can be drawn from these tables are: 

 Load shifting decreases the value that can be gained from storage 

 The value of storage does not necessarily rise by decreasing the load factors. This can be 

explained by the fact that the marginal costs rise fastest when the maximum nuclear capacity 

is used and coal-fired plants need to be added to the generation mix. If the electricity system 

is in a state where generation needs to be high for the whole day, such as in the aggregated 

system during July, differences between different marginal cost will be relatively low. During 

this month, gas or oil-fired units are continually used in the scenario with high load factors, 

while in the scenario with low load factors, the marginal cost can fall back to the cost set by 
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nuclear generation. This result is slightly counterintuitive, since the high differences in 

marginal cost are expected to occur when switching from baseload to peak load plants. This 

is not the case in these scenarios. 

The highest yield that is achieved in the tables above is a yield of 114 Euros per day, per MWh of 

storage. This yield needs to be compared with the cost of our preferred storage technology: NaS 

storage. A cost for NaS storage can be found by looking at the largest NAS installation in Japan20. This 

is a 34MW, 245MWh unit for wind stabilization, situated in Rokkasho. (Anthony, 2012) The cost of 

this plant was approximately $750 million. Based on a 8 year lifetime for the battery, the daily cost 

per MWh will be equal to $1048. (Battery University, 2011) This does not take into account a cost of 

capital. Including a cost of capital would raise this cost even further, but it is clear that the yield by 

using NaS batteries in for this type of arbitrage (145,7 euros/day21) is much lower than the cost 

calculated above. This means that it will not be economical to use storage for this purpose for the 

scenarios examined. 

  

                                                           
20

 As mentioned before, costs of storage technologies will vary for each facility. 
21

 Exchange rate (May 21th, 2012): 1,278 dollar/euro (Wolframalpha, 2012) 
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Conclusion 
The goal of this thesis is to take a look at the conditions needed to enable a large renewable energy 

penetration into the grid. To look at the effects of the integration of intermittent renewables, it is 

necessary to completely determine the generation mix. It is not only needed to know which 

technologies make up the intermittent generation, but also which technologies make up the 

conventional generation, since this generation will have a large impact on the feasibility of 

integrating intermittent renewables. To make integration of  intermittent power into the electrical 

system more efficient, the flexibility of that system needs to be increased. Nickell outlined several 

options to do this. (Nickell, 2008)For a fixed generation mix, these options can be divided into three 

main categories: demand response, geographical balancing and storage.  

A comparison of the efficiency of these options will be made.  It is almost impossible to make this 

analysis on a global scale. For that reason the scope of this analysis will be limited. The geographical 

scope will be limited to Europe. To ensure that geographical balancing can be examined, the 

continent is divided into three parts: Western Europe, Central Europe and the Nordpool Area. A 

second limitation of the scope is the time-frame within which the generation mix is examined. No 

effort is made to examine the effects of Nickells three flexibility increasing options in the seconds to 

minutes or the minutes to hours timeframe. Only the inter-hour timeframe is examined. It is possible 

to make this choice, since different grid functions are needed to ensure a stable electrical system in 

different time frames, and different technologies are used. 

 

The wind and solar output for each of the three geographical areas is determined on an hourly basis, 

taking into account seasonal and diurnal effects and introduction randomness to mimic the 

variability of intermittent generation. The hourly load is also determined using real 2011 load data 

and the expected growth factor for the growth of electrical load. Two seasons are examined: winter 

and summer, represented by the months January and July respectively. 

If both load and intermittent generation are available, it becomes possible to used load shifting or 

demand response to move demand for energy in time. It is most logical to move this demand from 

the movement where conventional (non-intermittent) generation is highest, to moments were it is 

lower; from peak to non-peak moments. These moments don’t necessarily correspond to peak and 

non-peak moments for total load. After performing this shift, a new scenario is obtained: a scenario 

with shifted load. The result from this shift in load is a net load curve that is considerably smoother 

than the original net load curve. For the given generation mix, load shifting seems to achieve its goal. 

Its effectiveness will be compared to the other flexibility increasing options. 
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At this stage in the analysis both load and intermittent generation are available. There is however an 

important issue that still needs to be examined: the feasibility of the scenarios examined. On 

average, the available supply is higher than the load, but diurnal and seasonal variations make it 

possible that this is not the case at every point in time. At this point it is not only needed to know 

which generation technologies are used, but also what the load factors of the conventional 

generation technologies are. Again, different scenarios are examined. A high load factor scenario, 

where the load factor of the conventional generation units is close to 100 percent, and the ability to 

cycle up is limited and a low load factor scenario, where load factors are lower and the cycle-up 

abilities are higher. 

Four scenarios are now available for each geographical area and for each season examined. For each 

of these four scenarios the feasibility is examined. 

There are some conclusions that can be reached from looking at the feasibility of these scenarios. 

The first is that only when load balancing is used in combination with the low load factor scenario, 

the generation mix is feasible for all geographic areas and all seasons examined.  

If geographical aggregation is used, the scenario with low load factors and without load shifting also 

becomes feasible. A final conclusion is that the feasibility of the scenario with high load factors and 

load shifting comes very close to feasibility. Only a limited amount of extra storage or generation is 

needed. If the capacity-gap between supply and demand is filled purely on the basis of costs, 

generation will be chosen instead of storage. The cause for this lies not only with lower costs per 

MWh of supply, but also with the higher capacity needed for storage, since conventional generation 

can produce hourly and storage needs to be charged first. 

 

Knowing which scenarios are feasible under normal conditions, it is possible to take a look at 

abnormal conditions. Again, different scenarios are constructed: what happens if there is no solar 

power, no onshore wind generation... In total five of these scenarios are examined. The conclusions 

that can be drawn from this are that aggregating the three geographical areas again has a positive 

impact that becomes stronger as more intermittent generation becomes available. The need for 

storage or additional generation becomes lower when using the low load scenario instead of the high 

load scenario, which is expected, but the influence of load shifting is not necessarily positive. Load 

balancing was introduced to cope with the introduction of intermittent renewables. If these 

renewables are no longer present, the load balancing will no longer have a purpose. If the 

assumption is made that a smart grid can give price information to the consumers in real time, it is 

possible to change the load shifting pattern. This means that, as long as a smart grid is available, the 

fact that load shifting performs worse for some contingency scenarios, should not deter utilities or 

TSOs from using it. 
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The final element examined is the value of storage for arbitrage purposes. For this analysis, the yield 

of a single unit of storage was determined for the different scenarios. Once the yield was found it 

was compared to the cost per unit of NaS storage, which was selected as the most suitable for 

applications in the relevant timeframe. The cost of the storage technology were significantly higher 

than the yield that could be achieved by using storage for this purpose. 

 

To conclude, to make the selected generation mix feasible, some measures need to be put into place. 

Both geographical aggregation and demand response are relatively low cost ways to improve the 

stability of generation. Storage or additional generation needs to be available to deal with 

contingency events. The low load factor scenario is feasible if these conditions are met, while the 

high load factor scenario only needs a relatively small amount of additional generation or storage to 

make it feasible. Using the high load scenario will result in higher costs for the contingency reserves, 

which might impact the eventual decision.  
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Appendix 1: “Load and consumption data: Specificities of member 

countries” 
 

1. Definitions 

This description is only related to continental Europe countries (former UCTE block). Harmonisation, 

collection and publishing of similar data for other members of ENTSO-E is now in process and will be 

finalised during 2010. 

 

1.1 Load 

Load on a power system is referred to as the hourly average active power absorbed by all 

installations connected to the transmission network or to the distribution network. The load is the 

value at a given moment of the electrical power supplied or absorbed at any point of a 

system as determined by an instantaneous measurement or by the integration of power during a 

given period of time. Load can refer to a consumer, an appliance, a group of consumers or appliances 

or a network. Load is the power consumed by the network including (+) the network losses but 

excluding (-) the consumption for pumped storage and excluding (-) the consumption of generating 

auxiliaries. For the power balance, the load of each country, also called reference load, is 

represented at 11 a. m. on the 3rd Wednesday of each month without regard to the export power. 

Concerning the calculation method for the 24 load values, the countries use the average values of 

the 10, 15 or 60 minutes load preceding the hour. 

 

1.2 Consumption / national consumption 

It is the net electricity consumption including network losses without consumption for pumped 

storage. It is the sum of: 

 The amount of electrical energy supplied by the electricity service utility to end consumers of 
the network under consideration  

 The amount of net electricity produced or imported directly from abroad by industrial or 
commercial companies on the network and used directly for their own needs or to supply 
end consumers directly 

 The amount of electricity consumed by establishments (offices, workshops warehouses etc.) 
of the electricity service utilities, but excluding the electricity absorbed by the auxiliaries of 
the power stations and the losses in the main transformers of the power stations, and that 
consumed for pumping and the network losses. These consumptions are commonly called 
consumptions of the electricity sector or own consumptions 
 
 

Net consumption can be therefore calculated as follows: 
Gross production–Consumption of auxiliary devices=Net production 
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Net production–Consumption of pumps–Export+Import=Net consumption including transmission 

losses. 

Consumption should not be confused with load. In the statistics, load is always a snapshot of one 

single moment (in GW) while consumption describes a time period (in GWh). 

Moreover, load is calculated as an average value for every hour and therefore consumption which 

would be calculated based on a load integral is not precise. 

Consumption figures are usually based on more precise measurements (invoicing). 

 

1.3 Representativity 

For most countries the electricity supply is not analysed in total, but only for those areas participating 

in parallel operation of the high voltage and extra-high voltage networks of the public supply; these 

are the undertakings of the public supply and – in some countries also – all or part of the industrial 

power stations, especially their deliveries to the public network. 

The areas concerned represent between 80 and 100 % of the total supply, depending on the 

countries concerned. 

Therefore, in some countries differences to other comparable statistics as well as to the statistics 

published regularly in periodical reports may result. 

The representativity of every collected value must be provided by countries concerned. To make the 

compilations of values from different countries consistent, all published values are recalculated to 

represent 100 % of national values which is not the case of hourly load data except of third 

Wednesdays in a month. 

 

1.4 Common time stamp and the daylight saving time (DST) transitions 

For all values, a common time stamp is defined to be able to aggregate values for the whole 

continental Europe area. Therefore, power exchange data (at 3 a. m. and 11 a.m.) and all 24 load 

values should all refer to Central European Time (CET). For example, Portuguese data of 2 a. m. and 

10 a. m. (local time) have to be harmonised with the data of 3 a. m. and 11 a. m. (local time) in Spain. 

On the last Sunday of March, at 2 a. m., the time changes to 3 a. m. (1 hour less), therefore this 

month has only 743 hourly values instead of 744. 

A similar situation, but this time, in the reverse way, occurs on last Sunday of October, at 3 a.m., the 

time will change to 2 a. m. (1 hour more), and therefore this month has 745 values instead of 744. 

Hourly values stored in the ENTSO-E Information System are structured for those two days as 

follows: 
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 No value in the column for 3 a. m. in March; 

 Two columns 3A.00 and 3B.00 in October. 
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2. National specificities 

 

2.1 Austria 

The hourly load data do not represent the whole country but only the Austrian public grid without 

own production of industry. 

Two kinds of statistics are available: total values (e.g. including own production of industry) and 

values for the public grid. If the values of the public grid are used, representativity is needed to 

calculate the total synchronous consumption (representativity = consumption of public grid / total 

consumption). 

For statistical data, total values for energy (representativity = 100%) and the values for public grid for 

the load profile (the load profile is only available for the public grid) are used. 

 

2.2 Belgium 

The figures on the Elia web pages concern the Elia control area. They comprise the Elia grid in 

Belgium and the Sotel grid in Luxembourg. The Elia grid is limited to the voltage level 30kV or higher. 

Finally, the figures on the Elia website reflect real measurements that are given on quarter-hourly 

basis. The Belgian figures on the ENTSO-E web pages are related to the Belgian territory and reflect 

the Belgian national figures ( including all voltage levels in Belgium ). Furthermore, the figures on the 

ENTSO-E web pages are based on the hourly average of real measurements and estimates. 

The Belgian transmission network losses are the losses from the 380 kV, 220 kV and 150 kV network, 

including losses of internal transformers ( 380 kV <–> 150 kV ) and excluding the losses of 

transformers towards HV-networks < 150 kV. 

 

2.3 Bulgaria 

Monthly consumption values are net while the hourly load data values are gross. 

 

2.4 Czech Republic 

All Czech load values are based on online gross production data. The values of net production for the 

formula of the load are only calculated afterwards. 

 

2.5 France 
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French national consumption includes also Corsica but excludes overseas territories. 

The French transmission network includes lines from 63 kV to 380 kV. Losses as requested by ENTSO-

E include only values from 220 kV and above. Load data on the RTE website excludes Corsica in order 

to be consistent with provisional data. Losses data on the RTE website mean network losses from 63 

kV to 380 kV.  

Cortenbergh 100 • 1000 Brussels • Belgium • Tel +32 2 741 09 50 • Fax +32 2 741 09 51 • 
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2.6 Germany 

The values identified by the country code D only cover the former Federal Republic of Germany 

(Bundesrepublik Deutschland) until June 1995. From 07 / 1995 on, the country code D identifies 

values for re-unified Germany (including the 5 Bundesländer of the former German Democratic 

Republic, GDR). 

The hourly load data are obtained from inquiries among the German TSOs representing so-called 

"Common / Public supply" including the network feed-in produced on the basis of renewable energy 

sources, which means also the network feed-in of the distribution grid. 

According to experience gained in the past before the liberalization of the electricity industry, these 

values cover around 91% of the total supply. That means that industry's own production for own 

consumption and some parts of German railways are not included in the "Common / Public supply” 

and the hourly load values for that part are not available. 

 

2.7 Hungary 

Monthly consumption values are net while the hourly load data values are gross until end of 2009. 

Since January 2010, load values are net. 

 

2.8 The Netherlands 

Explanation on a significant “load decrease” between 2007 and 2008: 

The load decreased only from the view of the TSO (TenneT). It can't be concluded implicitly that the 

energy consumption also has a downward tendency. There are two phenomena accounting for that: 

1. There are some irregularities in TenneT’s measurements on which the hourly load data is 

based. These accountable measurements are done in the scope of the national balancing 

system of the Netherlands and included until the beginning of 2008 nearby 93% of the 

national load. Electrical energy which is generated by some industries and auto-generators 

for their own use isn’t included in this balancing system. So to reach a 100% representativity 

for data multiplication by factor 1,07. These data can be downloaded from TenneTs website 

as measurement data: 
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http://www.tennet.org/english/operational_management/export_data.aspx. 

2. The amount of CHP generation installed with green growers and small renewable units 

increased the last years very fast. Even on hours of high load there's a higher export than 

ever before and it can be concluded from that that in the meantime, their installed power 

increased to 8000-9000 MW. TenneT does not know exactly how much power is fed in on 

certain hours on lower voltage grids but it appears anyhow as a lower load of the high 

voltage network. That means that the correction factor will have to be adapted after official 

figures about electricity consumption from the National Statistics are published. 

 

2.9 Poland 

Concerning the consumption and the production data, till the end of 2003 all values are gross. Since 

the beginning of 2004, Poland has been publishing net values in the same way as all other countries. 
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2.10 Slovenia and Croatia 

Until 1997, the Slovenian and the Croatian values were collected together. They are identified by the 

country code (SH). From 1998 on, separate values are available for Slovenia (SI) and Croatia (HR). 

 

2.11 Switzerland 

The hourly load values for the whole year in the ENTSO-E database are vertical load values and do 

not represent the complete load for the country as is the case for most of the ENTSO-E countries. 

Only the hourly load values of the 3rd Wednesday, as published in the monthly reports, represent 

the whole load. 

 

2.12 Serbia and Montenegro 

Please note that until end of 2006, the values for Serbia and Montenegro were collected together. 

They are identified by the country code CS. From 2007 on, separate values are available for 

Montenegro (ME) and Serbia (RS). 
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Appendix 2: Need for Contingency reserves in Absolute numbers 

 

No generation from 
Onshore wind, Offshore 
wind or Solar Power 

No generation from 
Onshore wind or 
Offshore wind 

No generation 
from Offshore 
wind 

No generation 
from Onshore 
wind 

No 
generation 
from Solar 

Need for Cont. Reserves (High 
load factor) in MWh 98387 98387 0 0 0 

Need for Cont. Reserves (Low 
load factor) in MWh 0 0 0 0 0 

Need for Cont. Reserves (High 
load factor) After Load Shifting 
in MWh 90748 90748 0 0 0 

Need for Cont. Reserves (Low 
load factor) After Load Shifting 
in MWh 0 0 0 0 0 

Figure 37 Nordpool July 

 

  

No generation from 
Onshore wind, Offshore 
wind or Solar Power 

No generation from 
Onshore wind or 
Offshore wind 

No generation 
from Offshore 
wind 

No generation 
from Onshore 
wind 

No 
generation 
from Solar 

Need for Cont. Reserves (High 
load factor) in MWh 490785 231728 98068 153919 178297 

Need for Cont. Reserves (Low 
load factor) in MWh 160761 28718 0 6324 0 

Need for Cont. Reserves (High 
load factor) After Load Shifting 
in MWh 490785 197255 52122 108390 178297 

Need for Cont. Reserves (Low 
load factor) After Load Shifting 
in MWh 185847 4701 0 0 18543 

Figure 38 Central Europe – July 

 

No generation from 
Onshore wind, Offshore 
wind or Solar Power 

No generation from 
Onshore wind or 
Offshore wind 

No generation 
from Offshore 
wind 

No generation 
from Onshore 
wind 

No 
generation 
from Solar 

Need for Cont. Reserves (High 
load factor) in MWh 1922263 1104178 455947 734092 760725 

Need for Cont. Reserves (Low 
load factor) in MWh 620604 128486 0 17054 1138 

Need for Cont. Reserves (High 
load factor) After Load Shifting 
in MWh 1922263 1104178 313693 691947 760725 

Need for Cont. Reserves (Low 
load factor) After Load Shifting 
in MWh 713120 26816 0 0 149575 

Figure 39 Western Europe – July 
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No generation from 
Onshore wind, Offshore 
wind or Solar Power 

No generation from 
Onshore wind or 
Offshore wind 

No generation 
from Offshore 
wind 

No generation 
from Onshore 
wind 

No 
generation 
from Solar 

Need for Cont. Reserves (High 
load factor) in MWh 3524231 3172560 1601440 2071583 987276 

Need for Cont. Reserves (Low 
load factor) in MWh 2006250 1654579 383352 665186 52289 

Need for Cont. Reserves (High 
load factor) After Load Shifting 
in MWh 3524231 3172560 1601440 2071583 861477 

Need for Cont. Reserves (Low 
load factor) After Load Shifting 
in MWh 2006250 1654579 154433 553602 61047 

Figure 40 Western Europe – January 

 

 

No generation from 
Onshore wind, Offshore 
wind or Solar Power 

No generation from 
Onshore wind or 
Offshore wind 

No generation 
from Offshore 
wind 

No generation 
from Onshore 
wind 

No 
generation 
from Solar 

Need for Cont. Reserves (High 
load factor) in MWh 838072 740637 436699 470045 309834 

Need for Cont. Reserves (Low 
load factor) in MWh 440467 343031 127244 142336 40639 

Need for Cont. Reserves (High 
load factor) After Load Shifting 
in MWh 838072 740637 436699 470045 270051 

Need for Cont. Reserves (Low 
load factor) After Load Shifting 
in MWh 438644 341208 66556 90201 33719 

Figure 41 Central Europe - January 

 

No generation from 
Onshore wind, Offshore 
wind or Solar Power 

No generation from 
Onshore wind or 
Offshore wind 

No generation 
from Offshore 
wind 

No generation 
from Onshore 
wind 

No 
generation 
from Solar 

Need for Cont. Reserves (High 
load factor) in MWh 215304 215304 0 8876 0 

Need for Cont. Reserves (Low 
load factor) in MWh 0 0 0 0 0 

Need for Cont. Reserves (High 
load factor) After Load Shifting 
in MWh 249611 249611 0 6070 0 

Need for Cont. Reserves (Low 
load factor) After Load Shifting 
in MWh 1226 1226 0 0 0 

Figure 42 Nordpool Area - January  
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No generation from 
Onshore wind, Offshore 
wind or Solar Power 

No generation from 
Onshore wind or 
Offshore wind 

No generation 
from Offshore 
wind 

No generation 
from Onshore 
wind 

No 
generation 
from Solar 

Need for Cont. Reserves (High 
load factor) in MWh 4510514 4061408 1716595 2318824 861828 

Need for Cont. Reserves (Low 
load factor) in MWh 2150945 1701839 235433 485871 0 

Need for Cont. Reserves (High 
load factor) After Load Shifting 
in MWh 4611452 4162346 1768420 2419762 671660 

Need for Cont. Reserves (Low 
load factor) After Load Shifting 
in MWh 2223687 1774581 0 206217 0 

Figure 43 Balanced Area - January 

 

No generation from 
Onshore wind, Offshore 
wind or Solar Power 

No generation from 
Onshore wind or 
Offshore wind 

No generation 
from Offshore 
wind 

No generation 
from Onshore 
wind 

No 
generation 
from Solar 

Need for Cont. Reserves (High 
load factor) in MWh 2442359 1311286 412886 703563 600175 

Need for Cont. Reserves (Low 
load factor) in MWh 569144 45274 0 0 0 

Need for Cont. Reserves (High 
load factor) After Load Shifting 
in MWh 2460619 1328608 186209 580549 673794 

Need for Cont. Reserves (Low 
load factor) After Load Shifting 
in MWh 745965 1524 0 0 0 

Figure 44 Balanced Area – July 

 

No generation from 
Onshore wind, Offshore 
wind or Solar Power 

No generation from 
Onshore wind or 
Offshore wind 

No generation 
from Offshore 
wind 

No generation 
from Onshore 
wind 

No 
generation 
from Solar 

Need for Cont. Reserves (High 
load factor) in MWh 67093 67093 321544 231680 435282 

Need for Cont. Reserves (Low 
load factor) in MWh 295772 295771 275163 321651 92928 

Need for Cont. Reserves (High 
load factor) After Load Shifting 
in MWh 462 462 269719 127936 459868 
Need for Cont. Reserves (Low 
load factor) After Load Shifting 
in MWh 222433 222432 220989 437586 94766 

Figure 45 Difference between Sum of Indivual areas and one balanced area – January 
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No generation from 
Onshore wind, Offshore 
wind or Solar Power 

No generation from 
Onshore wind or 
Offshore wind 

No generation 
from Offshore 
wind 

No generation 
from Onshore 
wind 

No 
generation 
from Solar 

Need for Cont. Reserves (High 
load factor) in MWh 69076 123007 141129 184448 338847 

Need for Cont. Reserves (Low 
load factor) in MWh 212221 111930 0 23378 1138 

Need for Cont. Reserves (High 
load factor) After Load Shifting 
in MWh 43177 63573 179606 219788 265228 
Need for Cont. Reserves (Low 
load factor) After Load Shifting 
in MWh 153002 29993 0 0 168118 

Figure 46 Difference between Sum of Indivual areas and one balanced area - July 
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Appendix 3: Data Provided by Ghent University 
Technology 2012 

Estimated 

World 

Capacity 

(GW) 

Lifespan 

(Years) 

Load 

Factor 

(%) 

Learning 

Rate  

(%) 

Investment 

2012 

(€/kW) 

O&M 

2012 

(€/MWh) 

Feedstock 

2012 

(€/MWh) 

Carbon 

2012 

(€/MWh) 

Tot Costs 

 2012 

(€/MWh) 

PV 61a,b 25o 12f,e,k 15h,i 2600b 10f 0 0 264a 

ONSHORE 286c,g 25e 25f,e,k 8h,i 1800j 18j 0 0 107a 

OFFSHORE 5c 20e 35f,e 8-10h,i 3300f,j 30j,f 0 0 152a 

BIOMASS 64b,c 25f 80f 7a,i 2100f,m 15f 75l,a 0 122a 

COFIRING 

(Sim) 
3b 30f 80f 8a,f 2300f 15f 54a 11.5e,a 115a 

COAL 1513b,d 35f 80f,k 7h 1700d,e,f 7f,e,a 30a 23e 90a 

GAS 1308b,d 30e 70f,k      10h,i 900d,e,f 5f,e,a 50a 10e 86a 

NUCLEAR 388b,d,n 50 85e,k,n 0i 5700e,a 13e,a 8e,a 0 98a 

List of assumptions and 2012 investment, O&M, feedstock, carbon and total costs 

relative to the considered technologies: a) our calculation; b) EPIA, 2010; c) REN21, 2011; 

d) IEA ETSAP, 2010; e) IEA/NEA, 2010; f) discussion with the industry; g) EWEA, 2011; h) 

Weiss et al., 2010; i) Neij, 2008; j) IEA, 2009; k) Lenzen, 2010; l) Sikkema et al., 2010; m) 

Faaij, 2006; n) http://www.world-nuclear.org; o) Laleman et al., 2011. 

 

 2012 

LF (%) 

2030 

LF (%) 

2030 

Reduced 

LF (%) 

2012 

Fuel Cost 

(€/MWh) 

2030 

Fuel Cost 

(€/MWh) 

2012 CO2 

Price 

(€/MWh)
1
 

2030 CO2 

Price 

(€/MWh)
1
 

Biomass 
80 80 70 73 

73-89-145 

(O – S – P) 
0 0 

Cofiring (Sim) 
80 80 70 54 

66-75-103 

(O – S – P) 
11.5 23 

Coal 
80 80 60 30 60 23 46 

Gas 
70 70 50 50 90 10 20 

Nuclear 
85 85 65 8 8 0 0 

Fuel and CO2 price assumptions (2012-2030) per technology 
 
 

 

 

http://www.world-nuclear.org/
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